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PREFACE 

eee mene 

THE judicious mingling of historical truth 

with pleasant fiction, has at all times been 

justly considered a desirable object, in the 

production of books for the amusement and 

instruction of the young. There is doubtless 

many a lad now living among us, in whom 

a taste for the study of history has been 

pleasantly but surely called forth, by the 

perusal of such a book as Miss Strickland’s 

Edward Evelyn. Works of: this class are 

calculated to leave on a youth’s mind a desire 

to learn more of the subjects about which he
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has been reading, while he may turn satiated 

from the most elaborate treatise of a Mignet 

or a Lamartine. With the aim of thus com- 

bining the wtile with the dulce, this slight sketch 

of Napoleon’s celebrated Russian Campaign 

has been produced. It is taken, as its title 

implies, from the Jugendschriften of Gustav 

Nieritz, stories “familiar as household words” 

in the mouth of every German schoolboy. 

Whatever may be the merits or demerits 

of this little book, the translator feels assured 

that nothing will be found, on the one hand 

to excite horror, or on the other, to instil 

into the youthful mind those false notions 

concerning what is called “the Glory of 

War,” which the present age so rightly and 

universally condemns. 

H. D.
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THE 

LITTLE DRUMMER. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE SICK CHILD. 

THERE was sorrow and tribulation in the house of 

Master Wunsch, the saddler; for Emily, his infant 

daughter, was very ill. The poor child lay tossing 

in a burning fever, which threatened to put an un- 

timely end to her innocent life. Many and fervent 

were the prayers offered up by the anxious parents to 

Him who alone could send help in their time of need.— 

The sixth night of Emily’s illness had arrived. In 

a room,-dimly lighted by the flickering rays of a 

night lamp, still further shaded by a large book 
placed on end before it, by way of screen, stood the 

cradle of the little sufferer, over whom the mother 

bent in speechless anxiety. Though for six nights 

B
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sleep had not closed her weary eyes, she still watched 

beside her darling’s pillow, with that deep and un- 

tiring affection which none but a mother’s heart can 

feel. As the clock of a neighbouring church struck 

twelve, the door was opened softly, and the saddler 

entered. Advancing on tiptoe to the cradle he 

enquired anxiously,—‘ No better yet?” 

The mother shook her head mournfully as she 

pointed to the cradle, in which the child lay rolling 

restlessly from side to side, with glowing cheeks and 

fluttering breath. For a moment Master Wunsch 

stood silently regarding the sick baby; then he said 

kindly, —‘‘ Now go to bed, dear wife; it is my turn 

to watch.” 

“No,” replied she, “I could not sleep, even if I 

were to lie down—I should be only the more anxious 

away from the child.”’ 

“But, dearest wife, consider your health,””—re- 

monstrated the saddler; “‘ you will never be able to 

bear all this fatigue,—and the end will be that I shall 

have two invalids in the house instead of one.” 

“Do not fear for me,”—was the reply. ‘ You 

stand more in need of rest than I, for you have to 

earn bread for us all, and you cannot work without 

sleep. Alas, these are hard times, and we must exert | 

ourselves more than ever to keep the wolf from the 

door, — that unhappy billeting too, costs so much 

money. ‘To-day we shall have twenty Frenchmen  
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to provide for, who will want the best of everything. 
But I should’nt mind all that, if poor little Emily 
were only out of danger—I am dreadfully alarmed 
about her.” 

After trying in vain to induce his wife to lie down, 
Master Wunsch retired to his bed, leaving her sitting 
by the cradle. But exhausted nature could bear no 
more, the weary head sunk gradually back, and the 
hand relaxing its grasp, ceased to rock the cradle. 
In a few minutes the good mother was in a deep 
sleep. 

“Drink, drink,”—cried the child, half in de- 
lirium. “ Drink!’ repeated little Emily in a louder 
voice, 

Still the mother did not stir. The little one burst 
into a fit of passionate crying. At this moment the 
door of the adjoining bed-room was opened, and 
Emily’s brother Augustus, a boy of fourteen years, 
hurried in half undressed. 

“Be quiet, dear Emily,” said he coaxingly.— 
“You shall have something to drink in a minute ;”— 
so saying he warmed some tea over the night lamp, 
and, after testing its temperature, offered it to the 
child. 

“‘ Mother give it,”—sobbed Emily fretfully. 
‘Our mother cannot, dear child,””—answered the 

brother soothingly, “she is asleep. You see poor 
mother is tired, so very tired. She has been watch- 

B 2
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ing beside you these six nights, and you see there she 
sits still. Come drink, dear Emily.’’ 

The cup was eagerly snatched by the feverish 
patient, who drank greedily and sank back on her 
pillow. Augustus began gently to rock the cradle. 

‘* Sing, sing,’’—cried she. 

Augustus complied, and sang, in a low voice, a 
little cradle song, beginning,— 

“Sleep, baby, sleep; 

Angels hover round thy head, 

Close thine eyes and guard thy bed, 

Sleep, baby, sleep. 

But, dearest child, you must not toss about and throw 
off the bed-clothes in that way, or you will catch 
cold,”’ expostulated the boy, carefully arranging the 
covering round his sister. 

‘‘ More drink,” cried she again,—“ water, not tea.”’ 
Augustus did as she wished, and warmed some 

water for her. Thus it continued throughout the 
whole night. Too feverish to sleep, the child started 
up in bed every minute, and Augustus had to cover 
her up, to give her drink, and to sing his song over 
and over again. 

As morning dawned little Emily became quieter. 
The crimson. flush faded from her cheek and gave 
place to a deathlike pallor. Her eyes remained 
longer closed, her breathing was more regular, but  
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heavy and oppressed. An unearthly stillness per- 
vaded the room, as the flame of the expiring lamp 
flickered fitfully up. The weathercocks on the neigh- 
bouring houses creaked as they swung to and fro in 
the morning breeze, which moaned so dismally in the 
chimney that the boy felt quite frightened. A cold 
shudder crept over him, as with teeth chattering 
with the cold he sung his cradle song. The thought 
suddenly fell like a thunderbolt upon his soul— 
“What if the angels should close thy sister’s eyes 
FOR EvER?” For a time he felt strangely depressed, 
and at length found relief in a flood of tears. Alas! 
they were all so fond, so very fond of the droll, sen- 
sible, little child. Every new word she learnt to 
lisp, every sound of her merry laugh, was to them a 
source of interest and pleasure. And to think that 
the cheerful voice might so soon be hushed, the 
dimpled face become cold as marble, the laughing 
eyes close to open no more—that an ugly coffin was 
to be Emily’s cradle, and worms were to eat her 
delicate limbs. Oh, the thought seemed too hard to 
bear ! 

As the clock struck five the mother started from 
her chair with a cry of alarm. “ Merciful heavens! 
what have I done,”—exclaimed she. ‘ Wretch that 
fT am, I have neglected my child;’” and she wrung 
her hands in anguish as she gazed at the infant. 

‘¢ Never fear, dear mother,” said Augustus, turning
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away his face to hide his tears. ‘I have been here 

and have taken care of little Emily.” 

‘But have you been here all the time?” continued 

the still anxious mother. “I cannot remember at 

what hour I fell asleep, and perhaps my darling has 

caught cold and made herself worse.” 

The boy, however, consoled his mother by the as- 

surance that such was not the case, and thus relieved 

her mind from a great burden. 

‘‘ What a great misfortune you may have prevented 

by your thoughtfulness,” said she, tenderly embracing 

her son. ‘I should never have forgiven myself if 

any harm had happened through my carelessness. 

Bless you, my good boy.” 

Overjoyed at having earned his mother’s thanks, 

Augustus went to finish dressing himself, and then 

proceeded to assist in the various arrangements which 

had to be made for the expected guests. 
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CHAPTER II. 

THE UNWELCOME GUESTS. 

‘t How I should like to be a soldier!” observed the 

saddler’s younger son, Robert, a sturdy urchin of 

eight years, as with his sister Bertha, a girl rather 

older than himself, he was arranging the long table. 

‘‘ How I should like to be a soldier,” repeated he: 

“They are such lucky fellows; they get Sunday 
dinner every day,—Did you see the splendid piece of 
veal, roasted as brown as a nut, which my mother is 

preparing in the kitchen? My father has sent for 
twenty quarts of beer and three quarts of spirits, and 
I never in all my life saw such an immense dish of 
potato-salad—I’m so fond of it—I hope the soldiers 
will leave some for me.” 

“‘ And the great loaves of new bread,”’ interrupted 
Bertha, “and five large pieces of fresh butter, as 

- yellow as gold.” 

‘And such a number of cheeses,’’—chimed in 
Robert; “what gluttons they must be if they de- 
vour it all,”’
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A noise was heard in the street. 

“They’re coming, they’re coming,” cried Bertha, 

running to the window. 

In a few minutes heavy footsteps were heard 

ascending the stairs. The startled children ran out 

of the room. 

The noisy foreigners took possession of the rooms 

assigned to them. Muskets and caps, knapsacks and 

swords were flung pell-mell into a corner, and in less 

than five minutes the unbidden guests had explored 

every room in the house, and shouted and sang like 

men who felt: themselves perfectly at home. 

In the meantime a workman of Master Wunsch’s 

was assisting the servant in carrying up the dinner 

prepared for the Frenchmen. It was not without a 

feeling of envy, that little Robert saw the before- 

mentioned splendid piece of veal and the mighty dish 

of potato-salad, carried up stairs for demolition. 

Augustus, who could speak a little French, was sent 

to call the soldiers together by the magic words:— 

‘‘ Messieurs, on a servi;’’ a summons they lost no 

time in obeying. As soon as it became apparent, by 

the clatter of plates and spoons, that dinner had 

begun, the saddler’s family retired to little Emily’s 

sick room, which had been converted for the time 

being into a sitting room. 

Suddenly, however, the sound of angry words was 

heard in the room above. A volley of imprecations
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was thundered out by furious voices and a crash in the 
street below, as of some heavy substance, caused 
Mrs. Wunsch to run in alarm to the window. Look- 

' ing out, she saw that the peaceable guests were 
pouring away the beer in large streams, and bom- 
barding the passers by with the cheeses. As she 
looked, the heavy loaves came thundering down like 
mill-stones. Poor little Robert cried with vexation, 
when he saw the much lauded veal lying in the road, 
among the ruins of the baking dish, and surrounded 
by a large mass of potato salad, Master Wunsch 
hurried up stairs, and, rushing past the weeping and 
terrified servant girl, nearly fell over his journeyman, 
whom the French soldiers had summarily ejected. 

Such a scene was enough to ruffle the mildest 
temper. Wunsch and the workman looked at each 
other with eyes sparkling with rage, and longed to 
inflict a well deserved chastisement on the brutal 
foreigners. But what was to be done? They were 
only two men against twenty, who were besides 
armed with deadly weapons. 

“ Augustus,”—cried the saddler, in a voice trem- 
bling with anger, as he re-entered the sick room, 
‘Run as fast as you can to the colonel’s quarters, and 
inform against the rascals. Beg one of the officers 
to accompany you hither.’’ 

The boy ran off to execute his commission. During 
his absence the tumult increased more and more, as
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none of Wunsch’s people dared show their faces. 

After a while the messenger returned, alone and 

breathless. 

‘“‘ Well!” eagerly enquired the father; “‘ Why did 

you not bring the officer with you?” 

‘¢ Alas, father,” answered the boy, ‘there is no 

redress to be had there. When I had made my request 

known, the gentlemen told me that no one would 

think of acting against troops for such a trifle, par- 

ticularly after a fatiguing march, when they had 

every right to expect a very good dinner. And so 

the gentlemen turned their backs and would listen 

to nothing I had to say. And only think, father, 

what I saw as I came back; it is really too dreadful! 

You know, a number of the Rhenish troops have 

just arrived—the broad street is quite crowded with 

them. Well, before they were dismissed to their 

quarters, newly baked rye loaves were distributed 

to each man. What do you think these reckless 

wasteful people did?—They laid down the loaves in a 

double row all across the street, and walked to and 

fro over them, shouting with laughter, ‘To keep 

their boots from getting dirty,’ they said. A few 

even tore the insides out of the loaves, and, putting 

them on as overshoes, went shuffling through the 

mud. The wretches! to waste the gifts of God in 

such a shameful way.” 

The hearers stood aghast at this narrative. At
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length Master Wunsch broke silence. “If Germans 
act in this way,” said he, ‘can we wonder at any- 
thing the Frenchmen do.” 

“Yes, you are right,” observed the mother, 
“therefore, dear husband, be calm, and wink at what 
they have done. Let us send up stairs, and ask what 
fault the soldiers find with the dinner we have pro- 
vided. It is better to come to an understanding with 
them, than that they should break everything in the 
house, and perhaps ill-use us into the bargain. Does 
not the Almighty seem pleased to send us joy in 
another respect. Look at our little Emily, how 
much better she is; she is sleeping so quietly, and 
the doctor gives me the best hopes of her recovery. 
He says the crisis is past, and the danger almost over. 
We have only to take great care that she is not dis- 
turbed. Is not this good news worth a thousand 
times more than the few dollars you will have to 
spend, to keep the dissatisfied strangers in good 
humour.” 

The father nodded in cordial acquiescence, as he 
looked with a joyful smile on the slumbering infant. 
He then cheerfully went to spend part of his hard- 
earned savings in the purchase of poultry and wine, 
for the use of the unruly foreigners. 

Suddenly the house-door was thrown open, and a 
number of German soldiers appeared in the passage, 
—“ Fifteen privates of the Rhenish corps and a
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drummer,” gasped the servant girl, holding out the 

billeting warrant to her startled mistress. 

‘“¢ Merciful heavens!” ejaculated Mrs. Wunsch, 

‘have we not trouble enough already, without this.” 

- But there was no time to lose in useless lamen- 

tation,—deeds, not words, were the order of the day, 

for the soldiers impatiently demanded to be shown to 

a room. 

‘Take them into the workshop,” said Wunsch, 

after a moment’s reflection, ‘‘I would rather give my 

men a holiday, than expose my child to new danger.” 

Leaving little Emily in the charge of Robert and 

Bertha, the mother hurried into the kitchen to pro- 

vide, as quickly as possible, for the entertainment of 

the new comers. 

But the soldiers were not to be satisfied so easily. 

The saddler’s wife had been absent but a few 

minutes, before she heard footsteps approaching, 

and the din of angry voices. She could distinctly 

hear that the Germans were entering Emily’s room, 

and flew like an arrow to bear off her precious 

treasure—the sick child. In an agony of alarm, 

she threw herself in the path of the soldiers, who 

noisily entered the apartment. 

“Do you think that we are dogs, you block- 

heads,” roared the brutal drummer, “and that you 

can shut us up in any kennel you choose. You're 

mistaken, I tell you.—Those braggadocio French-
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men are accommodated with the best room in the 

house, and we Germans are thrust into a little den 

which looks out upon the back yard. What, are 

those monkeys so much better than we ?—Don’t 

we spill our best blood for you in the battle field 
as well as they?—We’ll stay where we are, com- 

rades, and no one shall make us stir an inch.” 

‘“‘Gentlemen, dear gentlemen,’”’ sobbed the poor 

mother, “have compassion on my sick child, who 
lies yonder, enjoying a quiet sleep for the first time 
these six days. Alas! are there not some among 
you who can sympathise with my affliction !—have 
you no pretty children of your own at home, of 
whom you think with affection! No! I am sure 
you do not wish to harm my baby.” 

While speaking thus, Mrs. Wunsch was employed 
in taking from the soldiers their knapsacks and mus- 
kets, which she deposited in a corner, as noiselessly 

as possible. After renewing her request for silence, 
she hurried back into the kitchen, leaving Robert 
and Bertha sitting at Emily’s bedside. 

For a short time the men behaved statabilis 
enough. Drawing their chairs to the table, they 
began to converse together in a low tone; but the 
drummer grew impatient at the non-appearance of 
the dinner. He sat muttering low curses between 
his teeth, and presently broke out into noisy 
abuse.
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‘‘ What are the rascally people keeping us waiting 

for,’”’ shouted he; “if we were Frenchmen, I warrant 

they’d move faster. I suppose they’re scraping to- 

gether the dinner the Frenchmen flung into the 

street, and want to dish it up again for us. Zounds, 

I should’nt wonder if our slut of a hostess were to do 

it, as she wanted at first to shut us up in that dog- 

hole of a workshop. Wait a bit, my lady, Pll teach 

you manners,—it’s a good thing I know your weak 

point.”” So saying, he cast a malicious glance at the 

innocent child, whom his voice, purposely raised to 

its highest pitch, had failed to rouse from its deep 

sleep. Robert and Bertha stood like guardian angels 

by the cradle, looking with speechless fear at the tall 

soldier, whose grey eyes sparkled with fury. Both 

turned pale as they saw him seize his drum, and 

draw his chair to Emily’s cradle. Unable to utter a 

word, they bent over their sleeping sister, entreating 

the barbarian’s mercy by looks of anxious dread. 

But the drummer did not, or would not, understand 

this eloquent language of the heart. With a loud 

burst of laughter, he took the drum between his legs 

—‘* Bah,” cried he, ‘it won’t do the brat any harm, 

if I teach its mother to move faster.” 

Canst thou picture to thyself, gentle reader, what 

my pen shudders to record? It is no effort of the 

imagination, no falsehood; for woe to that man whose 

fancy can give birth to such hideous phantoms.
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With her tiny hands crossed upon her bosom, the 
little Emily lay sleeping in her innocence, uncon- 
scious that the eyes of that human hyena were 
glaring upon her. As she lay with her angel face 
half shaded by golden locks, and tinged with the 
faint hue of returning health, she seemed the very 
emblem of a spotless being fresh from the hand of 
the Almighty. But though the barbarian saw this 
lovely image—though he saw imploring looks fixed 
upon him by the terrified brother and sister—he had 
yet the heart to seize his drumsticks, and beat a 
loud roll. 

A ery of horror sprang from the lips of the chil- 
dren. The sleeping child started violently. Her 
blue eyes opened slowly, and gazed in astonishment 
at the bearded stranger, whose hands had called 
forth the dreadful sounds. A moment more, and 
the eyes were turning wildly in their sockets—the 
angel countenance became livid—and the battle of 
life with death had begun.—Who is that rushing 
into the room like a lioness despoiled of her young ? 
It is the mother. Her oppressed bosom cannot utter 
a sound, but she casts herself in agony at the drum- 
mer’s feet, and seizes his ruthless hands !—Her next 
glance rests upon her dying babe !—Snatching it 
from the cradle, she holds it high above her head— 
“Air, air may yet revive it!” She bedews the sense- 
less infant with her tears. She calls her darling
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by the most endearing names, Vain, alas, is the 

attempt to stay the departing spirit ! 

The death struggle was soon over. The tiny 

limbs stretched themselves—the heart ceased to 

throb—and the innocent soul returned to Him who 

gave it. 

With a shriek that rang through the house, the 
mother sank fainting to the ground. A moment after 

the drummer fell also, struck by the father’s aveng- 

ing hand; he had followed his wife into the room, 
and now punished the deed of murder. After de- 
fending himself with the energy of desperation, his 
sword was at length wrested from him, and he was 

bound hand and foot by the soldiers.
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CHAPTER III. 

THE GOOD SON. 

Earty on the third morning after the events related 
in the preceding chapter, a man in a black cloak 
was seen to issue from Master Wunsch’s door, carry- 
ing a child’s coffin, slung round his neck by a broad 
strap. He was followed by a woman in mourning 
garments, and by the saddler’s three children, Augus- 
tus, Bertha, and Robert. Their eyes were swollen 
with weeping, and the tears still flowed fast, as the 
little group wended their way through the empty 
streets towards the neighbouring cemetery. The 
beams of the rising sun tinged the white tomb- 
stones and the black crosses with a golden lustre, 
as the great gate swung creaking on its hinges, and 
admitted the mourners. Everything around seemed 
to tell of death and decay,—the angels with inverted 
torches—the skeletons with scythes—the weeping 
statues on the tombs. ' 

Stopping before a newly made grave, the bearer 
unbuckled the coffin, and set it gently down. 

C
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“Do you wish to see your little sister once more?” 
kindly enquired the nurse. The sobbing children 
nodded assent, and the coffin lid was thrown back. 
There, with her pale face surrounded by a chaplet of 
roses, and her tiny hands grasping a wreath of sum- 
mer flowers, lay the little Emily. The expression 
of perfect repose in her countenance gave her the 
appearance of a sleeping angel. Even in her life- 
time the child had never appeared more lovely than 
now, as she lay cold in death. At this sight the 
mourners broke out into loud lamentations. Stoop- 
ing down to kiss the cheek of his little sister, 
Augustus started back with a shudder at its icy 
coldness. But the nurse said solemnly—“ Let the 
dead rest; disturb them not, they are happy!” 

The coffin lid was shut, the cords creaked ag the 
yawning ‘grave received its prey, the service was 
over, and little Emily slept peacefully beside her 
grandparents, and a baby brother who had died in 
his infancy. When the grave had been filled up, the 
children turned away, and sorrowfully quitted the 
churchyard. For a time they walked on in mournful 
silence, which Bertha was the first to break. “ Bile? 
said she, “suppose our mother were to die too! I 
heard the doctor saying yesterday that she was in a 
dangerous state.”’ 

“Oh dear!” sobbed poor little Robert, and “ sup- 
pose the soldiers were to do as they threaten, and
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really shoot our poor father! What should we do 
then? We should have to go into the orphan’s house, 
and sing in the streets.”’ 

Augustus did not answer, but continued to walk 
on in deep thought. Suddenly he stood still and 
asked his sister—‘‘ What said the text, Bertha, that 
we learnt at school last Saturday ?” 

‘How came you to think of the text?” said 
Bertha, looking at him in astonishment. 

“T want to know what it was,” insisted Augustus. 
“Tt was—'We should lay down our life for our 

brethren,’ ” replied his sister, after a moment's con- 
sideration. 7 

‘That was it,” said the boy. “Do you see—we 
should lay down our life for our brethren,—how much 
more then for our parents! Robert,’’ continued he, 

_ after a pause, “T will give you my two*pigeons, they 
shall be yours; but mind you do not neglect them, 
or forget to give them food every day.” 

“What!” cried little Robert, forgetting his grief 
for a moment in surprise and joy at the unexpected 
present, “do you really mean to give me your 
pigeons, of which you are so fond ?” 

“T care for nothing now,” sorrowfully answered 
the other. ‘“ My little Emily is dead, our mother is 
dangerously ill, and in few days our father may be 
no more.” After another mournful pause he added 
—* Bertha, when our mother has recovered, and 

c 2
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they have set father free, repeat the text to them— 
you know which I mean—then they will feel re- 
signed, and will not be angry with me. And you 
must tell them that for their sakes I gladly went 
to—to join our Emily.” 

‘““What can you mean!” cried both the children 
together. 

“Hush, hush,” answered Augustus, “you will 
learn in time. But promise me you will not Say 
anything about this to our mother until she is quite 
well.” 

Robert and Bertha did as he wished, and they 
returned somewhat comforted. Augustus ran to his 
mother’s bedside, and seizing her unconscious hand, 
bedewed it with his tears. He felt as though his 
heart would break; and, alas, how gladly would he 
have confided to his mother what he purposed doing! 
But poor Mrs. Wunch was delirious, and two 
nurses were obliged to hold her in bed by force. 
When her son entered the room in his black dress, she 
shrieked out— There is the black drummer with 
the great beard come to kill my child! Drive him 
away, or my husband will stab him!” The poor 
boy rushed from the house half frantic with grief, 

‘‘ Back!” cried the sentinel, who was walking to 
and fro before the door of the prison in which the 
saddler was confined, as his son attempted to cross 
the threshold.
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“But it is my father,’’ remonstrated Augustus,— 

““T want so much to see him.” 

“‘Can’t be dene,” replied the stranger gruffly, as 
he resumed his walk. 

“J entreat you for pity’s sake,” pleaded the poor 

boy, bursting into tears. “Do let me go to him, I 
have come to bid him farewell.” 

“‘Can’t be done,’’ repeated the Frenchman. “ Be- 
sides, what good would your visit do him. A bottle 
of wine would be of much more use than your 
whimpering, for it would give him a little heart to 

set out on his last promenade with. But a parting 

scene with you would take away the little nerve 
he may have, to face the gunbarrels.” 

While this conversation was going on, several of 
the passers by had stood still, and heard what was 
said. ‘The women now began to murmur loudly. 

“Tt is too bad,” said one, “the poor fellow is not 
even allowed to embrace his father once more.”’ 

“Had I been in Master Wunsch’s place,’ cried 
another, “I should have done exactly as he did!” 

“Knock the French dogs on the head!” suggested 
a third. | 

The soldier cast an uneasy look on the increasing 
crowd of angry faces. “TI have strict orders,” said 
he, “‘to admit nobody to the prisoner, If the lad 
wants to see his father, he must go to the colonel 
and ask his permission.’’
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Our hero accordingly ran off, followed by some 
of the townspeople, to the colonel’s quarters, a 
house before which two sentinels were keeping 
guard. Entering boldly, he found himself in a 
room thronged with officers, who stood chatting in 
groups, without noticing Augustus, who looked from 
one to the other in no small embarrassment. Sud- 
denly the door of a side room opened. The officers 
stepped respectfully back and formed a large circle, 
in the centre of which appeared a tall, stout man, 
attired in a splendid uniform, with several crosses on 
his breast. Augustus felt his heart sink when he 
found himself standing face to face with the dreaded 
colonel, but summoning up all his courage, he ad- 
vanced a step or two, and said firmly enough.— 
“Honoured colonel, it is written in the Bible, ‘We 
should deliver up our life for our brethren,’ so I 
have come to beg you to let me be shot instead of 
my father.”’ 

The commandant stepped back at this unexpected 
address, and stared at the boy in utter amazement. 
“What!” cried he with a laugh, “ you want to be 
shot?” “With popguns, I suppose !”’ 

“Honoured colonel,’’ resumed Augustus, with 
tears in his eyes, “my errand is anything but a 
laughable one. In sad earnest, I come to ask you 
to let me die for my father.” 

All appearance of mirth fled from the colonel’s
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face. He questioned the boy, who related the circum- 

stances which occasioned his coming, and described 

his parents’ misery with touching simplicity. The 

officers hardly knew what to reply, and all felt 
heartily ashamed of their comrade, the inhuman 
drummer. 

When Augustus had finished his story, the colonel 
stroked his long moustache, and turned to those 
around him. “This is a peculiar case,””—said he, “I 

cannot set the boy’s father at liberty, for it would be 
establishing a bad precedent. If such a deed were 

allowed to go unpunished, our people would in future 

have to submit to insult. To try the prisoner by 

martial law would never do, for he would most pro-- 

bably be condemned, particularly if the drummer 
does not recover from his wound, which is very 

doubtful. Still I pity the man, the more so on 

account of his brave son.—There is no time to appeal 

to the king’s mercy, for the regiment must march, 
and the drummer’s place be supplied in a couple of 

days—yet stay—I’ve thought of a plan,’’ continued 

he, turning towards Augustus, who had stood in 

mute anxiety awaiting the result of the conference. 

“So, my lad, you really want to be shot instead of 
your father. That’s no trifle, though the words are 

soon spoken. But when you come to feel the cold 
leaden bullets thrill through your flesh, and smash 
your bones, you'll sing in another key.” As he said
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these words the colonel looked sharply at the boy, 
who only shook his head, without changing colour. 

‘Provided the man does not die, whom your 
father has wounded,” continued he, “I think we can 
manage without having you shot. But then I 
should require you to supply the vacant place among 
the drummers, as we march in a couple of days. 
Have you the courage to do that?” 

“‘You want me to be a drummer !’’—cried Augus- 
tus, clasping his hands in horror, “ Oh, anything in 
the world but only not that!—I should never dare to 
show my face again before my mother, for since poor 
Emily’s death she cannot endure the sight of a drum, 
and the sound of one would send her into fits.’ 

“ Now just look at the tiresome boy,”—replied the 
the colonel angrily; “I wish todo him a kindness, 
and he doesn’t even thank me for my pains. I'll 
tell you what, my lad, I didn’t think you were such 
a blockhead; if I have you shot you can certainly 
never show your face before your mother again, but 
as matters now stand, when you have taken off your 
uniform and put away your drum, you'll be her 
dear son just the same as ever. And do you think 
your father will thank you for your choice, or will 
ever feel happy, if you purchase his life by the 
sacrifice of yours ?” 

“Oh dear!” ejaculated the boy dolefully, “TI am 
sure I would do anything to save my poor father,—I
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will even be a drummer, if you are determined not to 

shoot me.”’ 

The officers could scarcely refrain from laughing 

at this strange speech. “ Well,’’ said the colonel, 

‘then that matter is settled. But I have a few 

conditions to make, to which you must agree. In 

the first place your father cannot be liberated until 

the regiment has left the town, a measure for which 

I have the best reasons. And, secondly, I cannot 

allow you to see your father before we start,— 

besides, why should you make the parting more bitter 

by a sorrowful leavetaking? You had better stop 

here at once. I will put you under the protection of 

my old sergeant, Hoyer, who will take care of you, 

and teach you to handle your drumsticks during the 

time we remain here, so that your awkwardness may 

not excite attention.” 

Augustus could scarcely murmur his thanks. He 

detested the very idea of becoming a drummer, and 

thought, in the enthusiasm of the moment, that he 

would much rather have been shot.
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CHAPTER IV. 

AUGUSTUS JOINS HIS REGIMENT. 

Ovr hero drummed and drummed till his arms ached. 
His master was well satisfied with him, but it was 
necessary every now and then to tap him on the 
shoulder, when the boy, absolved in sorrowful reflec- 
tions, made too long a pause. Then he would pass 
the sleeve of his new uniform hastily across his eyes, 
and begin to drum afresh. At first he could not 
repress a shudder as he thought of his murdered 
sister, and of his mother, who still lay dangerously 
ill. The dreaded morning soon arrived, on which 
the regiment was to march. 

The old sergeant called him early in the morning, 
and kindly showed him how to pack his knapsack, so 
as to save as much room as possible. Poor Augustus 
nodded mechanically to all Hoyer said, for he felt 
his heart heavier than the knapsack at his back, and 
he dared not trust his voice to speak. Meanwhile 
the drums were heard calling together the soldiers in
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the streets. As our hero was a novice, and the 

colonel wished to avoid exciting attention, it was 

arranged that he should leave his quarters with ser- 

geant Hoyer, instead of joining the drummers. He 

thought his heart would burst as he passed his father’s 

door. Robert and Bertha, the maid, and even the 

journeymen, were anxiously looking out for him at 

the upper windows, but the curtains of the room in 

which his mother lay were closely drawn. Raising 

his tearful eyes, Augustus waved his hand, and 
called out in a broken voice, ‘Give my love to our 

father and mother. Farewell! Farewell all!” 

“ Augustus! Augustus !’”—was cried in heartrend- 

ing accents by those above, and the heads disap- 

peared like lightning from the window. ‘They are 

coming to give me a last embrace,” thought the boy, 

lingering. But Hoyer dragged away his pupil by 

the arm. ‘ Nonsense,” said he, not without emotion, 

‘“‘what’s the use of making yourselves more sad than 

you are already. Allons—forward!” Hurrying 

towards the market-piace they found the whole 

regiment assembled there. ‘That is Augustus 

Wunsch, the good son who is going to battle to 

save his father’s life. Good bye, my brave boy !” 
cried many voices, as he disappeared among a crowd 

of his new comrades. 

The drummers of the regiment, thirty in number, 

received orders to advance. Suddenly they found
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themselves in the midst of hundreds of spectators, 
mostly children, and several people were seen forcing 
their way through the crowd. It was Bertha and 
Robert, with the maid and the journeymen, who had 
come to bid the boy a last farewell, and who hung 
about him unable to utter a word. No one could 
view the scene without emotion. 

Poor Augustus sobbed aloud as he pressed his 
brother and sister to his heart. His eyes were 
blinded with tears, and everything appeared to 
swim around him. 

“Quick march! Forward!” cried the colonel’s 
deep voice. The drummers struck up a lively tune. 
Our hero felt himself forcibly torn from his brother’s 
arms and carried away with the rest, Swinging his 
drum round his neck, he convulsively grasped his 
drumsticks, and thundered upon it as though he 
would beat his grief into the parchment. 

His heart seemed torn from his bosom, and in its 
place he felt an indescribable void, accompanied by 
the dull smart of a wound newly received. All this 
time he was mechanically moving forward with his 
comrades. After marching for some distance the regi- 
ment halted for a short time on a hill. The soldiers 
drew forth their spirit flasks, and beguiled the time 
with joking and laughter. 

“Drink, my little friend, drink!” cried one of 
these worthies, offering his bottle. “Here is the
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true water of Lethe, which makes one forget all 

grief and sorrow. Drink my little warrior.” 

Augustus declined the proffered draught, and fixed 

his eyes upon his native town, which lay before him, 

lighted up by the beams of the rising sun. “ Shall 

I ever return,’’—thought he—“ perhaps as a wretched 

cripple! And my dear parents, have I indeed em- 

braced you for the last time. Farewell then, for 

ever! Heaven defend you, ye dear ones, think 

sometimes of your absent son.’ Occupied with 

these thoughts he hastily wiped away his tears, 

lest those around him should observe them, and 

make a jest of his misery. His comrades were 

laughing and singing noisily, as though they were 

going to a feast instead of to battle. “And yet,” 

thought Augustus, “most of these men must have 

left friends and relations at home, who are offering 

up anxious prayers for the absent ones.’ 

At length his grief seemed gradually to decrease, 

for youthful sorrow, though violent, is not lasting. 

A voice within him seemed to repeat the words of 

the hymn,— 

«With weeping and fretting we nought can gain, 
But who prays to God, shall not ask in vain,” 

and as he thought of the Almighty, and of his 

omnipresence, he felt marvellously strengthened. 

His tears were dried, his heart felt lighter, the
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love of life returned by degrees, and he rose to continue his march, more refreshed in body and mind, than his comrades by the brandy they had drunk,
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CHAPTER V. 

‘“WHAT JOY, OH, WHAT PLEASURE, A SOLDIER 

TO BE!’ 

Was a song Augustus had heard sung by several of 
his comrades, as they rested on the hill. ‘How 
strange!” thought he,— for my part I should feel 
inclined to sing,— 

“‘ What joy, oh, what pleasure no soldier to be!” 

Besides, I have always noticed when recruits were 
drawn for the rggiments, the men on whom the lot 
fell looked very gloomy indeed. I must try to find 
out who is right.”’ 

Our hero had not to watch long to discover one of 
the pleasures of a soldier’s life. The knapsack, to 
which he was unaccustomed, seemed an intolerable 
burthen, which was still further increased by the 
drum being slung over it. The soldiers were, if 
anything, even worse off than he, for they had con- 
tinually to carry a heavy musket on their shoulder.
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Another, and not a small] grievance, was the cloud of dust which surrounded the regiment on the high- roads. In a short time the dark uniforms were completely covered with it, and instead of pure air, the men inhaled a fine white powder, which seemed to dry up the mouth and throat, and penetrate even into the lungs, Every now and then they passed a well of pure limpid water, but very few of the thirsty soldiers received permission to leave the ranks for the purpose of filling their bottles, —the majority were to march by, thirsty and uncomplainine. Bathed in perspiration, aching in every limb, and almost exhausted, Augustus at length arrived in the village where the regiment was to dine; it was already one o’clock, and he had eaten nothing that day. Hun- gry as the men were, however, they had to wait for more than half an hour before they were billeted on the different farm. houses, where the Owners had made preparations for the expected, but unwelcome, guests. With twenty of his comrades, Augustus entered a room where a long table was laid out in readiness for them, with large loaves, cheeses, and butter. Brandy and beer had also been plentifully provided. When the soldiers had disencumbered themselves of their knapsacks and muskets, they sat down to the table, on Which large dishes of salted pork and dumplings presently appeared. The peasant who rented the farm, with his wife and
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family, took their stations behind the soldiers’ chairs 

to attend to their wants, and the father uncovered 

his grey head in expectation of hearing grace 

said. But the novice Augustus was the only one 

who whispered the accustomed blessing; the others 

immediately fell upon the dinner, which was furnished 

in profusion. The customary bickering soon began, 

by the soldiers swearing horribly at the tough stringy 

meat, and the hard dumplings. One gentleman 

compared the latter to four-pound cannon balls, 

while another offered to carry out the simile by 

breaking their entertainers’ heads with them. It 

was in vain that the frightened hostess protested 

that the dinner had been ready for two hours, ‘and 

had been spoiled by standing so long; the soldiers 

were with difficulty prevented from breaking the 

plates and dishes. Augustus meanwhile patiently 

forced down the tough fare, which was rendered 

still more unpalatable by the sourest of beer. When 

the soldiers made this discovery there was a renewal 

of the disturbance. 

“My good sirs,”’ said the farmer, ‘‘ we have to 

drink beer such as this, nearly all the year round, 

and to pay a good round price for it besides. You 

must complain to our landlord, who compels us to 

buy it.” 

“You may thank your stars,’’ replied one, ‘that 

we are Germans ands not Frenchmen, who would 

D
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have thrown the stuff in your faces and made you 
furnish wine, whether you liked it or not.’ 

‘Those who have no wine can give none,’’—was 
the answer. “Where there’s nothing to take, there’s 
nothing to have.” 

In spite of all their grumbling and scolding, the 
guests had meanwhile managed to clear the board 
of all that was eatable, and they now dispersed to 
employ the remainder of their time as best they 
might. While some slipped into the dairy to pilfer 
the cream, others made particular enquiry as to the 
situation of the poultry yard and dovecote. Some 
climbed into the loaded cherry trees, and a few 
were not too proud to pay their dutiful respects to 
the basket of cheeses. Left to himself in the long 
room, our hero found the feeling of despondency return 
with double force; “ What are they doing at home?” 
thought he, “when shall I ever see them again?” 
He was roused from his reverie by a noise in the 
yard, where the peasants were trying to rescue their 
property from the marauders, 

Augustus felt deeply ashamed of his comrades, and 
was debating with himself whether he ought not to go out and reproach them with their dishonesty, 
when he was surprised by a cry from a child’s voice from the far corner of the room, and for the first time noticed a little girl, who had been asleep in a. cradle behind the great Stowe, and who seemed not
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unlike his own little sister. Lifting the child gently 

from her bed, he began to dandle her in his arms; 

the little one stopped crying at the sound of his 

friendly voice, looked in wonder at her strange 

nurse, and began playing with his gay shoulder- 

knots. The boy was walking laughingly up and 

down with his charge, when the door was opened by 

the hostess. The expression of her flushed and 

angry face changed in an instant, when she saw 

what the drummer was about. 

“He ‘seems to be the only lamb among those 

wolves’’—said she. ‘I thought so at once, when I 

saw how quietly he said his grace, and how well he 

behaved at table ;—just look at the child, what a 

fancy she has taken to the boy! MJ’ll warrant 

you’ve just such a little sister at home, eh!” con- 

tinued she, addressing our hero. 

‘tT had one,’’ was the sorrowful answer, “ but my 

predecessor drummed it to death.” 

‘Drummed it to death!’’ cried the woman, with 

a look of horror; how was that? Tell me.” 

Augustus was about to reply, when the drums 

were heard in the distance. 

“'That’s the recall,” said he, hurrying away, “I 

must go and join my comrades.” 

‘Wait one moment’’—said the hostess, running 

out of the room, and reappearing a moment after 

with a dish of ripe cherries. “Take these with 

D2
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you——you are welcome to them—and you have 
earned them honestly.” So saying, she filled all 
his pockets with the fruit, and dismissed him with 
a cordial farewell. | 

Once more joining his comrades, our hero was 
soon marching at the head of the regiment.. The 
heat and dust were as oppressive as in the morning, 
but the cherries were a capital refreshment to the 
thirsty lad. Late in the evening they reached a 
considerable town, where quarters had been assigned 
for the night, to the great joy of the troops, who 
were in high glee at the prospect of a plentiful 
supper and good accommodation after the fatigues 
of the day, and waited impatiently until they were 
dismissed to their lodgings. The interval while 
Supper was preparing, was occupied in cleaning 
muskets and dirks, brushing uniforms, and the 
refreshing use of soap and water, and the razor. 
The knapsacks were next opened, and a number 
of pilfered articles of all descriptions brought to 
light. One man ran into the kitchen with half-a- 
dozen eggs, which he wanted boiled. Another 
produced a stolen chicken, and a third a couple of 
doves, intended as provision for the road next day. 
With a shout of laughter, a fourth produced a 
decapitated goose, which he held up in triumph, 
to the envy and admiration of his less successful 
comrades. ‘As I was trudging along through the
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garden,” said he, “this chatterbox thrust her long 

neck between the palings of her yard, and hissed 

vigorously at me; ‘your servant, ma’am,” thought X 

“you're the very person I want,” and I drew my dirk 

and cut her head off at a blow. The jade ought to 

be fat—at least she weighed heavy enough in my 

knapsack,’””—so saying, he took it into the kitchen 

to be cooked. 

The hosts had provided most sumptuously for the 

men’s entertainment; even the most inveterate of 

those habitual grumblers could find no fault with the 

glorious roast beef, the fresh crisp salad, and the 

foaming beer placed on the board, to which the 

hungry troops sat down in high good humour. They 

were employed in discussing the first spoonfuls of 

their soup, when the door was thrown hastily open, 

and a young officer strode into the room, clanking 

his heavy spurs. 

‘¢ Drummer,” he cried, “ beat the rappel—quick !”’ 

These words produced an universal consternation 

among the soldiers; the spoons fell from their hands, 

and all sat as if petrified, staring in ludicrous dismay 

at the messenger. Sergeant Hoyer was the first 

who recovered himself sufficiently to stammer out. 

“ Are you in earnest, lieutenant? Are the men to 

march again to-night, after all the fatigue they have * 

had to-day ?”’ 

“JT never joke with my salesionn |’? — replied
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the young lieutenant, haughtily—“ Remember that, 
if you please; and remember too, that when you 
speak to your superior officer, it is your duty to rise 
from your seat. Haven't you learnt so much as 
that yet?—Don’t you see that you are setting a 
bad example to the men, which I suppose is the 
reason why the boors remain sitting so quietly 
in my presence,—zounds! you rascals, I’ll teach 
you discipline |”? 

Hoyer and the soldiers rose from their seats like 
automatons strung on a wire. Without moving a 
muscle, the old sergeant listened to the insulting 
words of the young lieutenant, whose father he 
might well have been, both in age and experience, 
No sign of anger or impatience was visible in his 
countenance, which had, however, become somewhat 
pale. When the officer had finished his polite speech, 
he answered in a respectful tone :— 

*‘ May not the men finish their supper, lieutenant ?” 
“No!” answered the lieutenant, “it must be left 

for the Frenchmen, who will arrive presently, and 
for whom we are to make room. I shall stay here, 
and see that nothing is touched.” 

The hungry soldiers cast many a longing, lingering 
look at the table, as they reluctantly prepared to 
depart. The before-mentioned proprietor of the 
goose made an attempt to sneak into the kitchen, 
in the hope of rescuing his prize,
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“Whither away?” asked the lieutenant, calling 

him back. ‘Into the—kitchen,” stammered the 

man; ‘I was going— 

‘Stay where you are!” commanded the officer. 

At this moment he observed that the drummer was 

still present. ‘ Why, you young scoundrel!” roared 

he, half drawing his sword, “will you be off this 

instant ?”’ Our hero seized his drum, and vanished 

precipitately. 

‘‘Qne can easily see,’ muttered the soldiers 

among themselves, ‘that this is our lieutenant’s 

first campaign, or he would not bully his men as he 

does; he had better mind what he’s about. He 

would’nt be the first tyrant picked off by his own 

men on the battle-field.”’ 

The village, whither the Rhenish troops had to 

move on so short a notice, was full three miles 

distant from the town, and to increase their distress, 

a heavy storm of rain came pelting down, wetting 

the exhausted soldiers to the skin. Who could 

wonder that they felt inclined to murmur, or that 

the poor peasants, who could offer them nothing but 

meagre fare and a bed of straw, had to bear the 

effects of their ill temper. 

Stretched on the hard couch beside his companions, 

our hero had full leisure to reflect on the joy and 

pleasure of being a soldier, which by this time, 

appeared to him very small indeed. The insulting
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behaviour which the good sergeant had to endure 
from the conceited stripling, annoyed him more than 
all the rest. As he compared his former condition 
with his present lot, he could not help sighing at the 
difference. ‘“ However,” thought he, “there is no 
use in repining— 

‘With weeping and fretting we nought can gain, 
But who prays to God, shall not ask in vain.’ ” 

and so saying, he turned round and fell fast asleep.
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CHAPTER VI. 

LIFE AMONG THE SOLDIERS. 

Augustus thought at first, that he should not be 

able long to endure the fatigues of his new pro- 

fession; but he found he was mistaken. Every 

succeeding day, the weight of his knapsack became 

less oppressive; the long marches were performed 

with greater ease, and he almost ceased to regard 

the heat and dust as hardships. He found that he 

could sleep as soundly on hay or straw, as on a 

feather bed, and rise every morning refreshed and 

invigorated, even if his sleep had been short. The 

continual sojourn in the open air—added to the 

healthy exercise of walking—made his heart light, 

as the youthful blood coursed gaily through his 

veins. He felt joyous and happy, without being 

able exactly to tell why; gradually, also, as he 

became a favourite among his companions, he dis- 

covered that in general it was not real wickedness, 

but an excited state of mind, which led them into 

all manner of excess. What disgusted him more
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than anything else, was their almost universal habit of profane swearin » €veryone seemed ashamed to pray, but always ready to blaspheme. The most 
diabolical oaths were uttered on the most trifling Provocation. One day, Augustus could not help exclaiming openly against this pernicious practice ; it happened in this way :— 

One evening, as the soldiers were, according to cus- tom, brushing their uniforms, a button fell from the coat of one of them; the man immediately gave vent to a frightful imprecation. 
“Oh you dreadful sinner!” cried the boy, “to take God’s name in vain for the sake of a miserable button !” 
His comrade stared at him in amazement, Don’t be a fool!” replied he, “who'd take things in that Way ?” 

“ Did you not take God’s name in vain,” insisted our hero, 

“Bah! you know I didn’t mean it,” was the Teply, “it was only my fun.” 
“Fun !’’ repeated Augustus, “Do you remember how angry our lieutenant became the other night, when Hoyer thought he was in fun; and how posi- tively he forbade anything like making fun, though, after all, the difference in rank between him and father Hoyer is not so very great. And I’m sure you dou’t allow anybody to make fun with your loaded
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gun, though you make a jest of the name of the 

Almighty, which should never be uttered without 
reverence? It is too bad!’ 

A forced laugh was the answer to this reproof, but 

the man nevertheless became more careful in his 

language, at least before the boy, who also did much 

good among his comrades by the example he set. 

No one ever heard him complain of the weather, the 

fatiguing marches, bad food, hard couch, or other 

grievances; nor was he ever seen to treat their en- 
tertainers with rudeness, or to appropriate to himself 

what belonged to others. The sacrifice he had made 

for his father, added to the goodwill of the colonel 

and the protection of the sergeant, gave him more- 

over a certain position in the eyes of the soldiers. 

On the first opportunity which presented itself, he 

wrote the following letter to send home :— 

“My Dear FATuer, 

‘* As our kind colonel has told me that the wicked 

drummer, who killed our little Emily, has recovered, 

and is now on his way to rejoin the regiment, I trust 

you have been set at liberty. I hope our dear 

mother is quite well again, and has in some measure 

recovered from the loss of our little sister. You need 

none of you be anxious about me, for I am quite well, 

and have never yet been in want. The colonel is very 

kind to me, and Hoyer still more so. Do you know,
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a soldier’s life is really not so bad as I expected, and 
we have seen nothing of the enemy yet. But we are 
certainly only in Poland, and when we get to Russia 
I suppose we shall see more than enough of them. 
But tell my mother not to be afraid for me, for all 
bullets do not hit, as my sergeant tells me, and they 
are sure to shoot over the head of such a little fellow 
asIam. Excepting the towns, this same Poland is 
a real pig’s country. Only think—not one of the 
peasant’s huts has a chimney, so that the rooms are 
always filled with smoke, which finds its way out at 
little holes left in the walls about three feet from the 
ground. Instead of carrying the dung to the field, 
they pile it up in great heaps round the cottages, 
each of which is thus surrounded by a filthy morass. 
On these fragrant heaps may be seen children, craw- 
ling about in such a state, that it is disgusting to 
look upon them, Parents, children, and servants, all 
look squalid and wretched, covered with dirt and 
vermin. How our fastidious friends, the Frenchmen, 
will open their eyes, when they see their new quarters! 
For my part, I like much better to bivouac in the 
open air, a plan which we have lately adopted. 
We lie down, wrapped in our cloaks, with our 
knapsack for a pillow, and the clear sky above us: 
in the morning we are aroused by the fresh breeze. 
Sometimes, in fact, he gives us a good shaking, this 
same fresh breeze, so that I am obliged to take a
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glass of brandy on rising, as there is no coffee 

to be had here. But, with this exception, I never 

drink spirits, neither do I swear or smoke, though 

my comrades laughed at me at first. I am afraid 

there is no chance of getting my discharge, at any 

rate not for some time to come, as our colonel says 

we shall soon want plenty of men; so I have quite 

resigned myself to my fate. I should very much 

like to know how you all are at home, but a letter 

could hardly reach me, as we never stay long in one 

place. Now, dearest father, I must conclude. Give 

my very best love to dear mother, Robert, and 

Bertha, and remember me kindly to good Hannah 

and the workmen. As soon as possible, I will write 

again; till then, good bye, God bless you all. 

“Your affectionate 

*¢ AUGUSTUS.” 

This letter occasioned great rejoicing in Master 

Wunsch’s family. The parents shed tears of joy 

over their good son, mingled with some bitter ones, 

at the thought of his absence. Robert and Bertha 

jumped about and clapped their hands, old Hannah 

chuckled with pleasure, to find that her young 

master had not forgotten her, and the workmen 

were loud in their praises of brave Augustus. The 

letter was read to half the population of the town. 

Master Wunsch was, for his part, anxious to travel
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after the army and purchase his discharge at any 
price; he was only dissuaded from carrying his 
resolution into effect, by the earnest remonstrances 
of his friends, who saw the hopelessness of the un- 
dertaking, and the danger of leaving his wife alone 
and unprotected in the present unsettled state of 
affairs.
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CHAPTER VII. 

“TA GRANDE ARMEE.” 

In the summer of the year 1812, the French army 

crossed the Russian frontier. Such a body of men, 

so completely armed and accoutred, had never be- 
fore been seen in Europe. Half a million of infan- 

try, 80,000 cavalry, and more than twelve hundred 

pieces of cannon composed this redoutable mass. Its 
ranks were swelled by auxiliaries from almost every 

Kuropean state: Austrians, Prussians, Bavarians, 
Westphalians, men of Wurtemburg, Saxony, Baden, 

Holland, and Italy, and all clad in the gayest uni- 

forms. Well might the Emperor Napoleon rejoice 
as the innumerable swarm of warriors defiled past 
him. It was, in truth, a splendid sight. The blue 
clad infantry regiments marched past, in serried 
ranks, broad as a mighty river. First came the soul- 
inspiring music, then the rattling drums, and these 
were followed in their turn by three rows of bearded 
pioneers, with white leathern aprons and glittering
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axes. All was one step, one grasp, and one motion. 

The soldiers looked like moving walls, as their 

bayonets flashed in the sun. Instead of a banner, a 

golden eagle with expanded wings was borne at the 

head of each regiment. The emperor’s guards parti- 

cularly distinguished themselves. In their tall bear- 

skin caps they looked like bearded giants. —They were, 
however, surpassed in splendour of appearance by the 

guards from Holland, who were clad in uniforms of 
the finest cloth, much too good for rough service. 
The immense masses of cavalry were perhaps the most 

remarkable of all. Numerous regiments of chasseurs 
rode in the van, in green uniforms with red facings ; 
their burnished helmets were bordered with a piece 
of fur—in imitation of a tiger’s skin—and ornamented 

with a horsehair plume. Behind these, rode the 
hussars, in their tagged jackets and low fur caps, 
from which depended a red bag with a gold tassel. 
They were mounted on horses of a gigantic breed, 
and preceded—like the rest of the regiments—by 
military music. But all the thousands of sabres, 
drawn in honour of the emperor, were destined to be 
dyed in human gore; the whole of that brilliant mass 
of warriors was trained to—murder. Greyheaded 
men shook their heads and sighed, as they stood at 
their cottage doors and saw the lumbering cannon, 
each drawn by six or eight horses, and surrounded 
by artillerymen with burning matches, roll heavily
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by; and many there were, who had a dark fore- 

boding of calamity to come. 

Our hero, however, felt nothing of all this, as in 
his turn he passed before the emperor. He had eyes 

only for Napoleon, who sat on horseback in the midst 

of his brilliant staff. Surrounded as he was by 

brilliant uniforms, his attire seemed the more re- 

markable for its simplicity—he wore a green coat, 

ornamented by a single star, white knee-breeches, 

and heavy riding boots. He was short of stature, 

and rather corpulent; -his eyes were unusually keen 

and piercing, his nose was aquiline, and his com- 

plexion sallow. Such was the man who from a 

simple lieutenant had raised himself to be the chief 

of a mighty nation—who had led his victorious 

legions over the burning plains of Africa, and the 

snow-clad: summits of the Alps—who could dare, 

sword in hand, to issue his mandates to the cabinets 

of Europe—and who, ten short years afterwards, 

was sleeping in an island of the ocean, with a plain 

marble slab to mark his resting-place, and a willow 

tree drooping over his lonely tomb. 

On crossing the Russian frontier, Napoleon had 

addressed his soldiers in words like the following. 

‘Soldiers! once more does a field of fame lie stretched 

before you. From the plains of the Pyramids to 

this land, you have trodden the path of victory. 

It is for you to continue in it. We will conquer 

E
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these barbarians, the Russians, and drive them from 

Europe. Within two months I will lead you to 

the capital of the ancient czars, to Moscow. There 

you will rest from your fatigues, and enjoy in quiet 

the fruits of your valour. Then I will dictate a 

peace and lead you back to your fatherland, covered 

with glory.” 

How well were it for this poor sinful world, had 

the words of truth found so ready a credence as that 

given by the French soldiers to the boastful promises 

of Buonaparte. No one dreamed for an instant of 

doubting the fulfilment of the vaunt, and, from the 

whole army, as from one man, rose the cry ‘ Long 

live the Emperor.”’
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CHAPTER ‘VIII. 

THE BURNING OF THE MILL. 

In the evening of the day on which the French 

army had first set foot in Russia, the church bells in 

Moisevka, a village on the high road leading to 

Smolensk, rang out a peal at an unusual hour. Old 

and young repaired to the sanctuary at the unexpected 

summons. With more of wonder than devotion in 

their looks, the villagers thronged into the illuminated 

church, on the steps of which stood a venerable priest, 

clothed in the vestments of his office. Raising his 

right hand to command silence, he thus addressed 

them :— 

‘My children! The godless hordes of the French 

nation have this day invaded the holy soil of our 

dear native land, to lay it waste with fire and sword. 

Our troops have received orders to retreat into the 
interior, to lure the foe on to their destruction. The 

French may be here to-morrow, and it becomes our 

duty to hinder their advance by every means in our 

power. Yon must therefore at once break down the 

E 2
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bridge across the stream, destroy the wells, burn 

down your dwellings, and drive the cattle into the 

interior, that the enemy, on their arrival, may find 

only a heap of ruins. But first of all, let us pray 

to the Lord, that He may send a curse upon these 

miscreants, and utterly destroy them. My children, 

you are assembled in this church for the last time. 

I shall apply the torch to it with my own hands, 

that the Lord’s house may be saved from profa- 

nation. 

The peasants, falling down on their knees, broke 

out in deep imprecations against their enemies. Then 

rising, they left the church, and proceeded to the 

work of demolition. The neatly thatched cottages 

lay gleaming in the chastened splendour of the even- 

ing sun. Groups of merry children were chasing 

each other among the elder bushes and lime trees, 

which rustled cheerily in the cool breeze. Mur- 

muring and chafing at its confinement, a stream of 

pure water rushed through the narrow arches of a 

massive bridge, crowded by the lowing herds return- 

ing from pasture. The great wheel of a water-mill 

clattered busily round, and in front stood the miller, 

seemingly lost in thought. 

Ere long the cattle were driven from the stables, 

and the geese, ducks, and hens collected into a large 

flock. While the women loaded themselves with 

their greatest treasure, the homespun linen, the men
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were employed in fastening bundles of straw round 

the timbers which supported the bridge, and setting 

fire to them. In a few minutes every dwelling 

throughout the village was wrapped in flames; the 

wooden chapel shared the general fate. Driving the 

cattle before them, the children first left the blazing 

homesteads; they were followed by the women, 

heavily laden with the more valuable of their pos- 

sessions; the men and the priest brought up the 

rear. 

“How now, Master Naumann?’ inquired the 

latter, in a tone of surprise, of the miller, who had 

stood all the time, looking at the mill in evident 

perplexity— Why do you not follow our example?” 

“By your leave, reverend father,’ replied Nau- 

mann, “I really do not know what to say. The 

cottages, which are burning yonder, can be built with 

little trouble, but with a mill it is a very different 

matter. Besides I am a German by birth, and, as 

you know, there are plenty of Germans among the 

invaders, so that I think I shall be left unmolested.” 

- Here some of the Russians angrily interposed, 

erying out “Away with the false stranger—burn 

down the mill over his head—he is a traitor and a 

friend to the Frenchmen !”’ 

‘‘Peace!’’ cried the priest, “let him have his 

will, I promise you he will soon repent it. For my 

part, I pity his poor wife, our sister Kathinka, and
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her children. Upon thy head, stranger, be their 
blood, should any harm befall them !” 

The Russians moodily departed. A few hours 
later, at midnight, the French arrived. The want 
of a bridge did not prevent their passing the shallow 
river, but it was necessary to reconstruct it imme- 
diately, in order that the cannon which were to follow 
might cross. 

The neighbouring mill, with its massive beams, 
offered the necessary materials, so, turning a deaf 
ear to the miller’s entreaties, the soldiers immediately 
set to work at pulling down the outhouses, and com- 
pelled the proprietor to assist in the task. How 
bitterly did Naumann already repent that he had 
not followed the advice of the priest. More than 
once he attempted to escape, but was each time 
driven back by the soldiers who swore they would 
shoot him if he did not desist. They also asserted 
that the torches did not give enough light; to 
remedy this evil, the officer in command ordered the 
mill to be set on fire, which was done with joyful 
alacrity. Poor Naumann almost fainted with horror 
when he saw the flaming mill shed a piercing glare 
over the landscape, and thought of his wife and 
children. In spite of his prayers and protestations, 
his brutal captors refused to let him give the alarm, 
and compelled him, by hard seatain to continue 
working.
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At this moment our hero’s regiment reached the 

scene of conflagration. The miller’s wife, carrying 

two infants in her arms, and followed by a girl about 

eleven years of age, was rushing from the burning 

pile. ‘Mary,’ cried she to her daughter, “ take 

care of the children. I will try what I can save.” 

So saying she hurried back towards the mill. 

‘‘Mother, dear mother, stay with us!” cried the 

little ones piteously. It was more than Mary could 

do to restrain them, as they clung half wild with 

terror to their mother’s gown. 

“Let me go”—cried Mary, and disappeared in the 

flaming building. The miller’s wife waited for her 

return in breathless anxiety. The flames hissed and 

crackled, the heat waxed fiercer and more fierce, but 

Mary reappeared not. At length her voice was 

heard crying—‘“ Mother, mother, I can’t find the 

way out!” 

Frantic with terror, the mother tore herself from 

the grasp of her little ones; but two French soldiers 

sprang forward and seized her arms. ‘“ Remain 

here,” cried they. “It is useless.” The girl’s cries 

became fainter and fainter. The mother struggled 

like a maniac to escape from the soldiers, while the 

terrified children shrieked aloud. 
Augustus could no longer remain a passive spec- 

tator of this scene. He left the ranks, and ran 

towards the mill. A French officer who stepped
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forward to prevent him, fell over the drum which our 
hero had thrown away before dashing into the mill. 
Hastening up the burning staircase, he dragged the 
half suffocated girl from place to place, sometimes 
clambering over burning fragments, and once nearly 
crushed by a falling beam. At length he found 
himself with his companion in the basement story of 
the mill, and took refuge in a small vaulted cellar, 
just above the water mark, beside the great wheel. 
Above them the flames still raged fiercely, and every 
now and then burning fragments would rain down, 
and fall hissing into the water beneath. Through 
all the noise and uproar they could distinctly hear 
the screams of the poor miller’s wife, and little Mary 
shouted in reply, till she could shout no longer. 
After a time all was still, but it was impossible for 
the children to leave their place of refuge, till the 
heat should have abated. As yet they had only had 
time to exchange a few hurried words. The girl’s 
thoughts were with her absent parents, and our hero 
was fully but not very pleasantly occupied, in weigh- 
ing the probable consequence of his leaving the ranks 
without leave. He had, however, observed that his 
little companion spoke German pretty fluently. 

As soon as the attempt seemed at all possible, the 
children tried to extricate themselves from their un- 
comfortable position. In this they succeeded, and 
after much difficulty reached the open fields. Of the
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regiment not a trace was to be seen; nothing but 

ruined homesteads and blackened walls, in the place 

so lately alive with the busy hum of men;—every- _ 

where ruin and desolation. Little Mary called aloud 

for her father and mother, in German and Russian— 

she repeated the names of her brother and sisters, 

and of the neighbours—no sound was heard in reply 

but the crackling of the charred beams in the burnt 

cottages. At length the poor child sat down weep- 

ing among the ruins. Our hero, too, became more 

and more disquieted. Successful as his adventure had 

been, he could not but feel anxious at finding himself 

alone in a strange land, and the longer he lingered 

the more alarmed did he become. At length he rose, 

and taking his little companion’s hand, set out in 

search of comrades, comforting the child with the 

hope of soon finding her parents. Towards noon 

they overtook a troop of French soldiers, who, to the 

no small astonishment of our hero, took him prisoner 

as a deserter, and an hour afterwards delivered him 

up to his regiment, which was quartered in a little 

town, abandoned like Moisevka, by its inhabitants. 

‘“‘Be careful, comrade,” said the soldiers, who were 

leading the boy to his trial, ‘your case is a bad one; 

you'll need all your wit to get out of the scrape.’’ 

Augustus begged his captors to take pity on the 

poor forsaken girl, and give her into the care of ser- 

geant Hoyer, which they promised faithfully to do.
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CHAPTER IX. 

AUGUSTUS IS SHOT. 

Tx room into which the drummer was led for trial, 
was a large apartment, thronged with officers from 
the different regiments. Among them, Augustus - 
recognized the colonel of his regiment, and also the 
Frenchman who had fallen over his drum the pre- 
ceding evening. The company were laughing and 
chatting, as they discussed their luncheon of wheaten 
bread, Dutch cheese, and wine, and everybody 
seemed in the best possible humour. Nobody seemed 
to take the least notice of the lad, who was detained 
for some time in custody, before the corporal made 
his report to the colonel. The examination itself 
did not occupy more than ten minutes. Augustus 
could not deny that he had quitted the ranks without 
leave, had caused a staff officer to fall over his drum, 
and that he had afterwards been taken prisoner as a 
deserter. The officer who presided at the examina- 
tion declared, that to commit any one of these crimes,
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was more than a soldier’s life was worth. “ Firstly,” 

said he, ‘‘you have broken your oath of allegiance ; 

secondly, you have offended against the law of sub- 

ordination ; and thirdly, you are the first who has 

been guilty of a breach of discipline in the enemy’s 

territory.” 

Without regard to the boy’s youth, and utter 

inexperience, he was sentenced—to be shot. The 

whole affair was conducted with as much indifference 

as though the life of a dog or cat had been in ques- 

tion, and not that of a human being. This levity 

pained our hero the more, as he could not help 

contrasting the agonizing grief his parents would 

feel, with the total unconcern of his judges. The 

colonel, too, seemed no longer the kind-hearted man 

he had always been. With folded arms and knitted 

brows, he stood apart among the rest, and purposely 

avoided meeting the beseeching glance of the poor 

culprit, who in his defence, could only plead that he 

had not left the ranks for any bad purpose, but on 

the contrary, to save the life of the Russian girl. 

This assertion by no means benefited him, and he 

was prevented from saying more, by the young 

lieutenant, who had, on a former occasion, insulted 

Hoyer— 

‘“‘ Why, you young blockhead,” angrily interrupted 

this merciful man, “‘do you suppose we are come 

here to save the lives of the Russians, or to conquer
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and destroy them?—Besides, a soldier has no right 

to act for himself, but should pay blind obedience to 

the orders of his officers. If your own father or 

brother were among the enemy, your sword or 

bayonet should be pointed at him, just as though 

he were a stranger.’”’ Augustus was horrified at the 
bare idea of such a thing. ‘I would rather be shot 

a hundred times,” thought he, “than kill my good 

father, or my brother.’ 

On being motioned to retire, he could not go, 
without making an appeal to the only friend he 

had. Hastening towards him, he seized his hand 
and kissed it passionately, pouring forth in a voice 

almost inarticulate with emotion, a prayer that the 

kind colonel would make but one effort to save his 

young life. 

The old man’s face grew still more dark, as, biting 

his lips, he sternly replied, “I could do nothing to 
Save you, even if I would; your crime is too great. 

Had you offended me personally, I might have for- 

given it, but an offence committed against a French 

officer is never pardoned.’”’ So saying, he turned 
moodily away. 

“Honoured colonel,’’ continued the boy, “ Had it 

not been for you, I should have lost my life two 

months ago. But my poor parents !—will you tell 

them that I thought of them at my last hour—that 

I thank them for their love and kindness to me all
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my life long, and’’—here the boy’s voice faltered— 

‘that we shall meet again.” 

The colonel nodded slightly, in token of acqui- 

escence, turned hastily away, and swallowed a glass 

of wine. “Captain Warneck, you will command at 

the execution,’’—said he. 

At a sign from the French colonel, a French 

officer stepped forward, saying, ‘‘I will accompany 

you, captain !”’ 

The party addressed replied by a formal bow, and | 

Augustus was marched off by the sentinels. Ser- 

geant Hoyer was waiting outside with a file of 

soldiers, of whom four were armed with pickaxes 

and shovels; a drummer, beating the dead march, 

led the way, and the little procession, leaving the 

town, entered a field outside the ramparts, where a 

grave had already been dug. ‘The soldiers stood 

grouped around the delinquent in moody silence. 

Not a voice was raised to speak a word of comfort, 

no kind hand was there to wipe away the perspira- 

tion, which hung in bead-like drops upon his brow— 

no preacher of the gospel to strengthen him for his : 

last journey. With great difficulty Hoyer maintained 

his calmness; he glanced uneasily at the young 

culprit, whose gaze wandered wildly from one to 

another, and stroked his long moustache in evident 

indecision. 

‘As sure as my name’s Christopher,” muttered
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he,—‘ I must let the poor lad into the secret, or he 

will go mad with terror.” Then stepping forward, 

he said with a loud voice, ‘‘ Ten men step forward 

and fire when the word is given; should they miss, 

the other ten are to step forward and take their place. 

Aim at the head, comrades, and you are sure to hit. 

Now, my poor fellow,’’ continued he, addressing 

Augustus, “‘I must lead you to your place.”’ 

These words awoke the boy from his reverie. 

Summoning up all his courage he cried out—“ Fare- 

well, comrades—aim truly, and do not let me suffer 

long.” 

“Warewell!’’ cried they all. 

Hoyer now led the delinquent to the sand heap 

beside the grave. On the way he said,— 

“Ts there anything I can do for you, my poor 

boy ?” 

“Nothing,’’ answered Augustus sadly — “ Yes, 

though—the Russian girl, I have paid dearly for 

saving her. Promise me, father Hoyer, that you 

will provide for her, and restore her in due time to 

her parents.” 

“That I will, if I live,” replied the sergeant.”’ 

By this time they had reached the sand heap. 

‘“‘Kneel down, dear boy,” said Hoyer, “and let 

me blindfold you.” He drew his handkerchief from 

his pocket, and bound it round the lad’s eyes, who 
could not suppress a shudder.
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‘¢ Tt’s no use, colonel,” again muttered Hoyer, “I 

must tell the poor fellow, if you should chop me into 

mincemeat for it. You have nothing further to say?” 

continued he aloud, “or should you wish to repeat 

a short prayer ?” 

Our hero folded his hands, and began, with a 

trembling voice, to repeat the Lord’s Prayer. 

‘“‘ How strange it is,’ thought Hoyer, “that all 

condemned criminals should ask for daily bread 

before they die, when it is hardly likely they will 

need any more: I suppose it’s because they can 

think of no other prayer at such a moment than the _ 

one they have learnt from the cradle. Well, well, 

our Heavenly Father knows what we want before 

we ask,”’ 

When Augustus had finished his prayer, the ser- 

geant again stepped forward, and whispered a few 

words in his ear, whereupon the boy began to 

tremble violently, and almost sank down upon the 

sand hill. 

‘¢ Comrade, don’t be a coward!” cried the sergeant 

aloud. ‘Kneel as upright as you can, so that you 

don’t fall before you’re shot, and prolong your 

suffering.’’ 

So saying, he turned away and rejoined his 

comrades, who had in the meantime loaded their 

muskets, at their captain’s orders. Ten men ad- 

vanced to within twenty yards of our hero, and
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the captain gave the word—“Make ready—present 
—Fire !’’ 

Bang, bang, went the muskets, and Augustus fell 
backwards into the grave. 

Hoyer advanced quickly, took the bandage from 
his eyes, and, bending over the inanimate body, cried 
‘Well aimed, comrades,—six of the bullets have 
struck him !’’ 

With the help of one of the soldiers he proceeded 
to lay out the body. Captain Warneck took the 
arm of the French captain, who had been an atten- 
tive spectator, and they walked together towards the 
town. The soldiers, who had feigned to be filling 
up the grave with great assiduity, ceased their work 
as soon as the two officers were out of sight. They 
formed a close circle round the grave, and each man 
pulled out of his mouth a bullet, which he had bitten 
off the cartridge on loading his musket. The men 
laughed heartily at the thought of the trick they had 
played the Frenchmen. 

“‘That’s what we call shooting a man @ la Fran- 
case,” cried one; ‘they taught us the trick them- 
selves, the braggarts,—how many men they have shot 
who have ran away in the next battle alive and well.”’ 

“I think the French colonel had his suspicions,” — 
said another, “and that’s why he sent one of his men 
to see fair play. Well, we’ve tricked him with all 
his cleverness !”’
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The soldiers were in high glee at their successful 
maneeuvre. Hoyer took hold of Augustus’s arm, and 
shaking him heartily, cried out, ‘ Comrade, it’s time 
to get up.” 

But the boy could not get up, for the agitation had 
been too much for him—he had fainted. | 
‘What nonsense, to take such a trifle to heart,”’ 

grumbled Hoyer, pulling out his brandy flask—“ Wait 
till you have gone through half a dozen battles, my 
lad, and you'll think nothing of such a freak as this,” 
Taking the patient’s head between his knees, he 
bathed his forehead with spirits, a proceeding which 
had the desired effect. | 

The boy opened his eyes, and stared vacantly round 
him. Gradually they made him understand they 
had fired at him with blank cartridges. This was, 
in fact, what Hoyer had whispered to him, but 
what he had not dared to believe. 

With tears of joy Augustus shook each of his 
comrades in turn by the hand. “But does the 
colonel know of this?”’ he asked. ‘He seemed 
to have quite given me up.” 

“That was only pretence, because the French- 
men were all watching him,” replied Hoyer. “Don’t 
you see, without his consent we should not have 
dared to play such a trick. ‘ Hoyer,’ said he, 
‘now mind you act your part well. I should never 
forgive myself if the poor lad were to lose his life, 

F
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merely because the Frenchman’s pride has been 
wounded,’ ”’ 

‘‘ Heaven bless him for a kind gentleman!” cried 
the boy with enthusiasm—‘ I would go through fire 
and water for him, and for you too, father Hoyer, 
and for you all!” continued he, turning to the 
soldiers, 

Why, you’ve grown quite a salamander since 
yesterday morning,” returned the sergeant, laugh- 
ing. “ But for the present we can’t take advantage 
of your fire-eating propensities, for you must leave 
us, and that quickly.” 

“‘ Leave you!” cried Augustus, in surprise. 
“Aye, my lad, that you must,” replied the ser- 

geant. “You see, if you are seen among us, the 
trick that has been played would be found out, and 
the colonel would get into a scrape. Moreover, we 
mustn’t stay any longer palavering here, or sus: 
picion will be excited. Here is an old blouse for 
you to put on over your uniform, and see, behind 
yon garden wall your little miller’s maid is waiting 
for you. You can go with her to the Russians, and 
if you don’t like remaining with them, and no oppor- 
tunity occurs of returning to Germany, you can 
rejoin us in a little while, when to-day’s business 
will have blown over.’’ 

Augustus could not refrain from shedding tears at 
parting with his comrades and the good old sergeant,
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whom he particularily charged to thank the colonel 
a thousand times for his kindness, He then went 
to seek out the little Russian, whom he found wait- 
ing for him behind the garden wall, as Hoyer had 
said. The two companions lost no time in setting 
out for the ruined village, where they hoped to gain 
some tidings of Mary’s parents.
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CHAPTER X. 

AUGUSTUS’S THREE COMBATS—WITH HIMSELF— 

WITH A WOLF——AND WITH A DOG. 

AttHoucH the drummer’s uniform was effectually 

concealed by the blouse provided by Hoyer, he was 
afraid to keep the high road, lest he should be 
recognized and taken prisoner a second time. He 
therefore led his companion along by unfrequented 
footpaths, taking care, however, to keep the road in 
sight, and at the same time to avoid attracting the 
observation of the bands of soldiers who every now 

_ and then appeared in view. This deviation from 
the straight path, added to the delay occasioned by 
their stopping so frequently to hide, considerably 
increased the wearisomeness of their march. Augus- 
tus, for his part, was far from feeling fatigued, but 
every now and then he glanced anxiously at the 
hittle girl, who was not so well inured to long marches 
as himself. He therefore took every opportunity of 
stopping to rest, and each time asked her if she felt
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tired. Though little Mary only shook her head in 
reply, her companion could plainly see that it was 
only the feverish excitement caused by her anxiety 
regarding her parents, which kept her from sinking 
with exhaustion. The mid-day sun now poured 
down his beams upon them more fiercely than 
Augustus could have thought possible in such a 
country as Russia. Every time the children passed 
a spring or even a pond, they stopped to quench 
their thirst, but neither thought of eating. 

At length the ruined village appeared in the 
distance. By this time the sun had already set, and 
evening was closing in, Little Mary now began 
to hurry forward faster than ever, and Augustus 
followed more slowly, recommending her to be 
cautious. But caution was unnecessary, for not a 
trace of a human being was to be discovered, Sitting 
disconsolately down on the threshold of the ruined 
dwelling house, poor Mary gave way to a passionate 
burst of grief. | 

Augustus seated himself beside her, and was soon 
absorbed in meditations of a far more pleasant kind. 
His thoughts were wholly and solely fixed on his 
beloved home, and his dear parents. Now at length 
he was free! The road lay open before him, and 
there was nothing to prevent his setting out at once. 
How his heart swelled at the idea.—What cared he 
for the fatigues of a long journey, or for his total
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want of money. With the prospect of home before 
him, he felt he could gladly beg his bread from day 
to day. 

“Oh, father! oh my dear mother, and you Bertha 
and Robert.—How glad you will be to see me 

again!’”’ cried he, jumping up rapturously. A 

stifled sob from his companion recalled him to him- 
self, and reminded him that he was not alone, and 
that he must not think only of himself. 

A feeling of deep despondency came over him. 

He glanced sorrowfully at the Russian girl, who 
with feelings far different from his, was calling upon 
the names of her lost parents. The thought at once 
struck him,—would it be generous, would it be just 

and right on his part, to induce Mary to accompany 

him on his long and perilous journey, and to take 
her, perhaps for ever, from her fatherland and her 
friends?—On the other hand,—could he leave her 

alone, perhaps to perish? Gradually he overcame 
the strong temptation, and glanced tenderly at the 
weeping girl. 

‘Don’t cry, Mary,” said he cheerfully—“ We will 
go and seek your parents. You say the villagers 
went away yonder. Come we will follow in the 

same direction.” 

The cravings of hunger now began to manifest 

themselves pretty strongly in our hero’s case. 
‘What have you in that bundle?” enquired he,
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observing for the first time, a parcel which lay by 
Mary’s side. 

“The man with the great moustache gave it me.” 
replied she, drying her eyes with the corner of her 
apron. 

“Oh, Hoyer,” said Augustus, stretching out his 
hand for the packet. As he had expected, on being 
opened, it was found to contain some bread and 
meat, besides a small flask of water, mixed with 
spirit. The children made a hearty meal, for youth- 
ful sorrow, though violent, is not lasting. Then 
they rose and left the ruined village, hoping that 
some of the inhabitants might be in its neighbour- 
hood. Twilight had now deepened into night, 
and the stars came out one by one; still it was 
warm, and not very dark. Every sound, even to the 
chirp of the crickets in the scorched grass, seemed 
hushed, and a solemn stillness reigned over all things 
as the children passed on. 

“See,” cried Augustus, suddenly, pointing to a 
dark object some distance ahead, “see, there sits a 
shepherd’s dog, and where there are dogs men are 
sure not to be far off.” 

Mary looked up and caught her companion by the 
arm, without however appearing much alarmed. 
“That is a wolf, and not a dog,” replied she. 
‘A wolf!” cried Augustus in horror, instinctively 

feeling for his cutlass, which had been taken from
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him, at his trial—‘‘ a wolf! for heaven’s sake let us 
flee, or we are lost—perhaps he hasn’t observed us 
yet.” 

Augustus’s timidity seemed to affect his companion, 
who hurriedly replied— 

‘My father says, if one runs away from a wolf 
he’s sure to follow.” 

‘But what are we todo? We can’t stand here 
to be eaten up alive !’’ 

“ There’s not much fear of that,’”’ answered Mary 
quietly. “My father says, a wolf will not attack 
any one singly, except in winter, and then only 
when he’s very hungry, and then he’d be sure to 
howl, and wouldn’t sit so quietly.”’ 

Augustus stood staring in consternation at the 
wolf, who stared at him in return. At length he 
could stand it no longer. ‘We can’t stand waiting 
here all night,” said he, attempting to swagger, 
“let us make a circuit and pass him,” 

“But suppose he should follow us,” said Mary 
anxiously. | 
_“T can bear this no longer!’ cried our hero, who 

by this time had screwed up his courage. ‘“ Why 
should I be afraid of a rascally wolf, when I went 
through the fire yesterday, and was shot this morn- 
ing. [ll teach you to stand here opening your great 
wide mouth at me, old Grizzly !” 

So saying he stooped down and picked up.a large
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stone. “Now Mary, if he should come after us, you 
must run away as fast as you can. I only wish I 
had my cutlass.”’ 

He threw the stone with all his force. It hit the wolf 
full on the back, and with bristling hair the drummer 
awaited the result of his experiment. It was with a 
feeling of intense relief that he saw the dreaded animal 
rise slowly and slink away with its tail between its legs. 

“T’ve taught him manners,” cried Augustus, 
boastfully. “Only let him come again, and I’ll 
smash his skull.” Notwithstanding his vaunt, he 
could not avoid turning his head repeatedly, to see 
if the wolf were not following. 

“Aha! look here!” cried he joyfully, picking up 
a thick cudgel which was lying in his way. ‘“ This 
may be of some use to us. I see the poetry in my 
lesson-book at home is not true, which said, 

‘A rabid wolf of the Russian school, 

Dined on a carpenter, supped on his rule.’ 

Only let him come now, I’ll beat such a tattoo on 
his hide, that he shall remember it all his life long.” 

When our hero’s warlike courage had somewhat 
cooled down, he asked his companion if she could 
distinguish anything like a house or.a village. 

“No,” answered Mary, with a yawn. 

“Ts that a wood before us ?”’ 

“Yes, I think so,” replied the girl.
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‘Tt is just in our road. Perhaps a whole herd of 
wolves are in it. Now I don’t care for one, but 
when it comes-to ”’— 

Bow, wow, wow! barked a great dog, as it came 
bounding towards them. 

“Back,” roared Augustus, brandishing his club, 
‘keep your distance, or I’ll smash you !” 
Now whether the dog, being a Russian, did not 

“inderstand German, or whether it was that he did 
not feel appalled by the threat, we know not. How- 
ever this may have been, he sprang forward, and 
dexterously avoiding a blow aimed at him, seized 
the end of the cudgel with his teeth. All the tug- 
ging in the world could not make him let go, but on 
the contrary he kept working his way up till the boy 
was at last obliged to drop the stick, or his hand 
would have been bitten. He had no sooner let go 
than the enemy sprang upon him and pulled him to 
the ground. 

Augustus thought it was now all over with him, 
but the dog stood watching him quietly enough, 
showing, however, a very formidable set of teeth, 
when his prisoner attempted to rise. 

‘‘ Pray lie still, Augustus, and he will not harm 
you,” said Mary. 

As he could do nothing else, our hero was com- 
pelled to obey. Footsteps were now heard, and a 
voice hailed thém in Russian. Mary answered in
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the same language, and in a few moments two wild 

looking men, armed with guns, stood before them. 

On being ordered to rise, the little braggart obeyed, 

rubbing his head ruefully, and followed the men, 

who turned towards the wood. In a hollow at a 

little distance, they found a fire, around which a 

number of Russians lay grouped. All sprang up, 

at the arrival of the new comers. Augustus found 

himself surrounded by eager, enquiring, distrustful 

faces, and stood in the centre like a condemned 

criminal. Mary courageously came to his assistance 

and related their adventures since the preceding 

day; and fortunate was it for Augustus that he had 

a companion to interpret for him. The children now 

learnt that their hosts were a party lying in wait 

to surprise and kill any Frenchmen who might be 

found straying from the main body. They could give 

no intelligence concerning Mary’s parents. They 

said that the boy should be safe, if he would not 

again rejoin the enemy, which Mary eagerly promised 

in his name. Some food was now given them, and 

they were directed to lie down on a heap of dry 

leaves, over which some furs had been spread. Ex- 

hausted with the fatigues of the day, they obeyed 

right willingly, and were soon in a sound sleep.
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CHAPTER XI. 

THE SURPRISE. 

“As dwa! tritchoti!’”” commanded the little drum- 

mer, in broken Russian, drawing himself up to his 

full height. ‘‘ Eyes right! attention!” continued he 

in German, and Mary, who marched beside him, 

interpreted. 

“Halt!” cried Augustus. 

“ Stoi!’”’ shouted Mary. 

A long file of sturdy peasant lads stood like a rock 

at the word of their diminutive leader. Each was 

provided with a drum, rudely fashioned, and covered 

with calf-skin, and their sturdy fists grasped drum- 

sticks of formidable dimensions. 

‘‘ Now,” cried Augustus, ‘ beat the tattoo, softly 

at first. Row de dow, row de dow, dow.” 

‘“‘T can’t translate that,” said Mary. 

‘Never mind,” rejoined the drummer with a 

business-like air. ‘The lads must learn it without. 

Now then. ‘Row de dow, row de dow, dow.” And 

the hopeful pupils raised a tremendous din.
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‘‘T should like father Hoyer to see me now,” said 
Augustus, laughing. ‘‘ How he would stare to see 
me turned drum-major. But my pupils here shall 
do me credit, for I’ll make capital drummers of 
them. , 

The reader, who will no doubt wonder as much as 
sergeant Hoyer, at finding Augustus appearing in 
this new character, should here be made acquainted 
with the children’s further adventures, from the time 
when we left them with the Russians in the hollow. 
They had quitted their hosts on the following 
morning, and wandered from place to place, vainly 
hoping to obtain some tidings of Mary’s parents. 
They were but scantily supplied with food, being 
obliged to subsist on the precarious charity of the 
peasants, who had but little to spare, as provisions 
grew scarcer every day. In the meantime an im- 
perial proclamation had gone forth, and the Russians 
were assembling from every quarter to join the army 
and give battle to the enemy. The little wanderers 
arrived one day at a town, where our hero’s birth 
and profession could no longer be concealed. He 
was cited before the authorities, who gave him his 
choice, either to be locked up as a prisoner of war, 
or to assist in the defence of the country. He chose 
the latter, as he was merely required to initiate the 
young peasants, before mentioned, into the art and 
mystery of beating the drum, Comfortable quarters
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were assigned to him and his companion, he received 

regular pay, and could as we have seen, play the 

commander in a small way. Mary had become quite 

reconciled to their new mode of life, and learned to 

look up to Augustus as her friend and protector. 

Several weeks had glided on in this way, when 

Augustus began to pine for his home. For whole 

nights together he would lay awake, thinking of his 

absent friends. Besides this he did not at all like 

the Russian mode of living. Hardly a day passed 

on which he did not see several cudgellings given 

and received, and even the officers sometimes got 

their ears boxed by the colonels. Augustus some- 

times trembled for his own back, though as yet he 

had got on very well. One night he had lain awake 

for some hours thinking, as usual, of his home, and 

at length fell into a doze, and began to dream that 

he had returned to his native town. A peace was 

being proclaimed, and the town bells were ringing 

and cannons firing. The noise seemed to grow 

louder and louder, till all the windows rattled again. 

A bright light flashed up. He gradually became 

conscious of a child’s voice shouting in his ear—he 

started and awoke. 

Little Mary was standing by his bedside, crying 

with fright, and tugging at him with might and 

main. The room was lighted up with so bright a 

glare that a pin might have been seen on the floor.
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In the street below were heard furious voices, mingled 
with groans and shrieks. Musket-balls came crash - 
ing through the windows, and buried themselves in 
the walls. The houses on the Opposite side were in 
flames. 

“Oh, Augustus, Augustus, how frightened I am!” 
wept Mary. “The enemy have come at last,” 

Augustus, who was still half asleep, rubbed his 
eyes and stared in surprise, now at the weeping girl, 
and now at the burning houses, 

‘Stoop, stoop down!” cried Mary pulling him 
back, as a fresh volley came crashing into the room. 
‘Why those are our people!” cried Augustus, 

gleefully, “that is my regiment! Hoyer, Hoyer, 
here am I!” and taking his companion’s hand he 
ran down stairs. 

As the children opened the door which led into 
the street, a private of Augustus’s company rushed 
towards them. 

“Hail, comrade!” cried Augustus. But the 
comrade could neither see nor hear from excess of 
rage. The expression of his countenance was s0 
terrible that Mary was quite terrified at him, and 
pulled Augustus back into the passage with such 
force that both fell down. This was lucky for them, 
as the soldier would probably have run one of them 
through with his bayonet. In a little while Mary 
ventured to open the door once more, and Augustus
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recognized the colonel, on horseback, at the head of 

his men. 

“Colonel, honoured colonel! ’ cried Augustus, 

running out into the road. But the colonel turned 

to his followers, and cried,— 

Forward lads, forward! hew down whatever 

opposes you! Spare none ; give no quarter ! For- 

ward, forward.” 

“ How the kind man must have changed’ ’—said 

our hero sorrowfully, as he once more retired into the 

house, deeming it most prudent, under existing cir- 

cumstances, to keep out of the way. ‘‘T must have 

altered very much,” continued he, “or perhaps my 

comrades think I left them on my own accord. I 

wonder what Hoyer would have done.” 

The words were hardly uttered, when the house 

door was flung open, and in marched the sergeant, 

followed by several of his men. 7 

“ Hoyer! father Hoyer!” shouted the boy. Hoyer 

raised his musket to strike; but Augustus quickly 

added, “I am Augustus Wunsch, your drummer. 

Don’t you know me?”’ 

“By the powers of war!’ cried the sergeant. 

“How came you here? I didn't know you at 

all.’’ 

‘‘ Indeed, you all seem dreadfully changed since I 

left you,” said Augustus ruefully. ‘‘ Private Stiesel, 

of our company, wanted to run me through with his
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bayonet—the colonel told them to give me no quarter, 
and you, father Hoyer’”— 

“Ha, ha, ha!” laughed the sergeant —*‘* It’s 
plain enough that you are a novice in the noble art 
of war. As for us, we are the same men as we were 
betore, and what makes you wonder so much, is only 
the rage of war. When that seizes us, we neither 
see nor hear. In the fight we clear away everything 
that crosses our path, and does’nt wear our uniform. 
If our father or brother were there, we should’nt 
know him, and often we can’t stop to notice whether 
people wear trowsers or petticoats. On we g0, 
blindfold—cut and thrust—the more the merrier !”” 

‘* But what in the world has put you all into such 
a rage?” enquired Augustus. ‘N obody knew that 
you were near, and last night every one went quietly 
to bed.” 

“Just so,”—cried Hoyer, laughing. “ And we 
surprised them in their beds, and burnt their houses 
for them, lest they should catch cold.” 

‘‘ Poor creatures !’’—said the young drummer with 
asigh. ‘They have treated me kindly enough, and 
never in their lives injured any of you.” 

“ That’s true enough,” replied the sergeant—“ but 
you see this is time of war.”’ 

‘‘ But why must war be?” urged Augustus. “ Here 
we're marched hundreds of miles away to kill people 
whom we have never seen in our lives, and’”’— 

G
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“Hold your tongue, boy !”"—interrupted his hearer 

angrily—‘ Don’t grumble—a soldier must obey and 

not murmur. Napoleon has said: ‘It is war—the 

Russians are your enemies;’ and so every good 

soldier must fall upon them without mercy. If the 

Emperor were to-morrow to give the word,—‘ Peace 

—sheathe your swords’—why then we'll cry Hurrah! 

brother Russian—hail comrade, well met’ 

“T always thought,” observed Augustus, “ that 

love and hatred could not be commanded by any 

one.” 

““ Napoleon can do everything,”—was the answer. 

“There isn’t another man in the world like him. A 

few words from his lips do more work than a hundred 

cannons. And who knows,” continued the old 

sergeant, and his grey eye kindled, as he drew him- 

self proudly up,—‘‘ who knows, but that I may some 

day earn a little bit of ribbon, with a white cross at 

the end.” 

“ A bit of ribbon and a cross ?”” enquired Augustus, 

wondering. 

“Bah! you're a stupid boy,””—cried Hoyer angrily. 

“ And here am I listening to your prate, whilst my 

people up stairs are packing up everything that’s 

worth taking. I must go and look after my share,” 

and he turned towards the stair. 

“ Pather Hoyer!” cried the boy after him. 

“ What now?” answered Hoyer, looking back.
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“T always took you for an honest man”— 
‘Thunder and lightning! who says I’m not ?” 
‘‘ But you’re going to steal other people’s property.” 
‘‘Harkee, youngster, don’t presume on my good 

nature—and choose your words better, Plundering 
isn’t stealing, and is always the custom in time of 
war !” roared the sergeant, as he ran up stairs. 

“‘T see now,” muttered Augustus, “that war is a 
cloak for everything that’s bad.” 

The soldiers now came tramping down stairs, laden 
with booty. Whatever they could not use, or carry 
away with them, was wantonly destroyed. Provisions, 
clothing, linen, candles, soap, and household furniture 
lay heaped pell-mell in the street. By far the greater 
part of the booty was wantonly destroyed. Augustus 
looked at the devastation with a sigh, and with a 
heavy heart prepared to follow his comrades, who 
were about to quit the town, and rejoin the main 
body of the army.
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CHAPTER XII. 

THE BATTLE. 

Our hero now resumed his place in his regiment. 

The colonel welcomed him kindly, as did also his 

comrades. Through Hoyer’s influence, Mary was 

entrusted to the care of a sutler woman, and could 

either walk or ride at pleasure; but she liked best 

to walk beside her old companion, whenever this 

could be done. Augustus soon observed, to his great 

astonishment, that the regiment was reduced to little 

more than half its former number. He ran to sergeant 

Hoyer, and asked the reason. 

‘Why, boy,” said the sergeant—“ it was perhaps 

lucky for you that you were shot in sport, and had to 

leave us, or you might have been shot in earnest. 

For they made us storm a rascally old fortress— 

Smolensk they called it—and many of our poor 

fellows didn’t see the sun rise next morning.—Six of 

our drummers were killed, and you might have been 

in the black list.’ 

A few days afterwards, a report was spread abroad,
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that the Russian army was on its march, and that a 
decisive battle must soon be fought. Strange as it 
may appear, the news was hailed with universal joy. 
The soldiers were all heartily tired of the long and 
wearisome marches, so that they rejoiced in the 
prospect of any change, even though it should cost 
the lives of thousands. The different portions of the 
army were now brought together, and the station of 
each regiment was fixed. The army was spread out 
something in the form of a gigantic bird. In the 
centre, strengthened by innumerable cannon, were 
posted the best regiments, and the enormous wings 
were to surround and hem in the enemy. A large 
body of reserve stood ready to support the army in 
case of need. 

It was on the 4th of September, 1812, that to- 
wards evening the booming of cannon announced the 
commencement of the battle. The earth seemed to 
shake and tremble at the dreadful din. Augustus, 
who had never heard cannons firing so near him, 
became red and pale by turns, The soldiers, how- 
ever, sat round him quite unconcerned, talking, 
laughing, and eating, as though the firing did not 
disturbed them in the least. This Strange indifference 
increased the boy’s alarm;—he took refuge with 
Hoyer, who soon observed that all was not right with 
the drummer. 

‘This firing does not concern us,’—said he. “Tt
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is on the left wing. But the enemy’s great redoubt 

will cost a great many lives, for we must have it at 

any price, and the village of Borodino too.” 

‘¢ And what then ?” 

“Why then’—continued Hoyer—‘‘ there will be 

nothing to hinder us from entering Moscow.” 

‘“¢ And what then?” again asked Augustus. 

“Then peace will be made, and we shall return 

home.” 

‘‘ But we had peace already, before the war began. 

Why must we all march so many hundreds of miles, 

and kill so many people, to gain what we had already 

at home.” 

“Bah! you don’t understand me at all,”—said 

Hoyer. “It was destined that there should be war, 

and the great comet didn’t appear in the sky last 

year for nothing.” 

‘ But I thought Napoleon began the war, and not 

the comet?” 

“ Well, so he did, boy !—I am saying that the 

comet predicted it was Heaven’s will that there 

should be a war.” 

“Why, the comet can’t speak,’—insisted Au- 

gustus; “How can it predict a war?” 

‘‘What nonsense!—They prophesied last year 

there would be a war.” 

“ Who prophesied? Not the comet, but after all 

only men, who practise on our superstition.”
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“T tell you you’re a fool”—said mar turning 
angrily away. , 

“T still keep to my opinion”—muttered the 
youngster. ‘They lay the blame of their own evil 

~—* on the poor comet, to appear better in the eyes 
of men.’ 

At ade the cannonade ceased, and, as tie as the 
eye could reach, innumerable watch-fires flashed up. 
The soldiers lay grouped around, but suspense kept 
most of them on the alert. As the night wore on, 

however, many a soldier, spent with fatigue and 
watching, closed his eyes to enjoy a short slumber, 
perhaps for the last time on earth. The watchfires 
went out one by one, and deeper grew the silence, 
broken only at intervals by the challenge of a sentry, 
or the neighing of a horse. But when the first faint 
glimmer of light in the east, announced the coming 
of the eventful day, every one was up and stirring. 
The piled muskets were appropriated, each by its 
owner, and the whole army was drawn up. The 
colonels walked up and down the ranks of their re- 
spective regiments, exhorting the men to faithfulness 
and duty; the sergeants read out the lists of their com- 
panies, and the word “ Stand at ease!’”’ was given. 
And now the golden sunlight came streaming over 
the fields, to look on carnage and desolation instead 
of blessing and plenty. That day no lark carolled 
forth its glad hymn of praise in the blue sky; the
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birds had all fled from the sound of the cannon, 
which was heard booming at intervals through the 
morning mist. As the armies stood waiting in ex- 

pectation of the word to begin the fight, the order 

was given to throw up mounds of earth or redoubts, 

and before night the whole plain was covered with 
long banks of earth and deep trenches. 

The second night passed quietly away, but on the 

third morning, at sunrise, a dreadful carnage began. 

Twelve hundred pieces of heavy artillery vomited 

forth flames and death, reddening the heavens with . 

their glare. Every now and then a messenger of 

death would fly whizzing past Augustus’s regiment, 
who stood motionless leaning on their muskets. The 

young drummer himself felt very uncomfortable, his 

sinews seemed all unstrung, so that his knees knocked 

powerlessly together. The young lieutenant, of whom 

we have already made mention, seemed in the same 

predicament. With trembling hands he lifted his 
spirit flask to his parched lips;—the soldiers were 
not slow in observing these indications of cowardice. 

‘Our downy-bearded lieutenant has the cannon 

fever,’--whispered they one to another. 

It was in truth a most disagreeable fever with 

which most of the novices were seized.—One after 

another the regiments advanced to the attack; now 

the regiment in front of our hero’s had moved from 

its place, and it would be his turn next. The officers
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buckled their belts tighter, the privates lifted their 
knapsacks a few inches higher, and all waited breath- 
lessly for the word of command, This was given. 
With all the power of his deep voice the colonel 
cried “ Attention !—fix bayonets !—gquick march !— 
forward !”’ 

The band struck up an inspiring air, the tones of 
which were however inaudible except to those who 
stood nearest. The pace at which they advanced 
increased every moment in celerity. Not one of the 
soldiers could discern the goal towards which they 
were hastening; the only things they could see were 
the long dark lines of the regiments before them, 
in whose ranks large gaps continually appeared, 
which were presently filled up. The thick cloud of 
smoke barred all further prospect. Suddenly the 
word was given,—‘‘ Double quick time !” 

The music was stopped, and our hero’s duty com- 
menced. He had to run behind the company to 
which he belonged, beating his drum at every step. 
Suddenly a tremendous volley came ploughing 
through the ranks. Augustus stumbled over some- 
thing, and fell to the ground. On scrambling up 
again, he saw the whole space around strewed with 
dead bodies and dying men. The regiment seemed 
completely broken up. 

“Close your ranks!’ thundered the colonel.— 
“* Forward, lads!”
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The thinned ranks formed again, and rushed on, 

over the bodies of their fellow comrades. 

A puff of wind now for an instant blew away the 

smoke, and Augustus saw, at some distance ahead, a 

large redoubt, on which the Russian artillerymen 

were reloading their cannons. In another minute 

countless streams of fire poured forth. There was a 

roar, as though the vault of Heaven were rent 

asunder, and once more the boy was thrown to the 

ground. This time he found it impossible to rise, 

for he was pressed almost to suffocation by the bodies 

of several soldiers who had fallen over him. His 

senses deserted him and he fainted. 

A fresh discharge of cannon aroused him from his 

stupor, but with all his struggling he could not shake 

off the weight that encumbered him, and was soon 

forced, from sheer exhaustion, to lie quietly. Whether 

he was wounded, and if so, where, he could not make 

out. 

As he renewed his endeavours to push away the 

dead bodies above him, he heard a strange noise, 

which increased every moment. ‘The earth seemed 

to vibrate, and a certain rushing sound, unlike the 

noise of thunder or of cannon, came nearer and nearer. 

It resembled the pattering of a hail-storm, mingled 

with the rattling of ten thousand chains. In another 

minute he felt himself crushed by something passing 

over the dead bodies beneath which he lay. The
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pain of the concussion once more took away his 
senses. 

The regiments of Saxon cavalry, guards, and cui- 
rassiers were dashing across the field, towards the 
great redoubt. Once more did the enemy’s cannons 
deal slaughter among the assailants, and then they 
were hushed. The redoubt was taken—the battle 
won. | 

For a long time Augustus lay without sense or 
motion, till a pull at his arm at length brought him 

to himself. A French soldier was standing over 

him, endeavouring to pull off his’ coat. On the 
drummer’s asking the reason of this proceeding, the 
man sulkily answered,—“ That he had thought him 
dead, and had constituted himself his heir.” And so 
saying he turned away and began plundering one of 
the dead bodies which lay around. 

Augustus got up, and gazed in horror at the scene 
of blood. The corpses lay piled around, not singly, 
but in heaps. Many were already stripped of their 

clothes, and nearly-all horribly mutilated by wounds 
and the marks of horses feet. He himself had had a 
narrow escape, for if the dead bodies of his ¢omrades 
had not prevented his feeling the full weight of the 
horses that passed over them, he must assuredly have 
been trampled to death. 

At a little distance lay the colonel’s horse, stark 

and stiff, but the colonel was nowhere to be seen.
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Sick with horror the boy staggered towards the place 

where his regiment had stood; there lay the great 

drum, shattered by a cannon ball, marking the place 

where the musicians had stood. By degrees his me- 

mory came back. Great Heaven !—now he could re- 

member—yes, distinctly remember, that little Mary 

had crept to his side in the early part of the day— 

what had become of her when they were ordered to 

advance, he could not tell. | 
‘Mary !—Dear Mary!’’—cried he. ‘‘ Unhappy 

child, where are you—why did you not stay where 

you were safe.’”” The poor boy wandered about for 
more than hour, calling her name. 

Suddenly the lid of an overturned powder waggon 

opened, and Mary herself crept forth, sound in life and 
limb, but with her face swollen with weeping. The 

children embraced each other in a transport of thank- 

ful joy. They were now no longer alone, and hor- 
rible as was the scene which surrounded them, they 
felt almost lighthearted. 

Mary briefly explained that she had run beside 
Augustus till she was separated from him by the 
crowd,—that she had been dreadfully frightened at 
the roar of the cannons, and had crawled into the 

overturned waggon for safety, nor dared to venture 
forth till she heard her preserver’s voice. 

Hand in hand they wandered towards the great 

redoubt, which had cost such thousands of lives; by
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climbing to the top they hoped to discover any of 
their comrades, who might be near. 

‘I wonder why they were so bent upon taking 
that thing,” said Augustus thoughtfully,— Perhaps 
the Russians had hidden great treasures or other 
things of importance in it.” 

The mound was so covered with dead bodies, that 
they could scarcely gain the summit. The blood ran 
down literally in streams, and fragments of bodies, 
arms, legs, and heads lay scattered around in ghastly 
profusion. 

In the entrenchment itself nothing was to be seen 
but earth, heaps of corpses, broken cannon wheels, 
and wounded men. The latter presented a piteous 
spectacle. One of them, a Russian officer, whose 
head had been fearfully gashed, was stammering out 
some words in a faint voice. 
“What does the poor man say?” enquired Au- 

gustus, compassionately. 
‘““He is begging in the name of Heaven for a 

drink of water,’ answered Mary sobbing. 
Looking round, in search of the means to fulfil 

this prayer, Augustus descried two French soldiers 
standing by a wounded man. “ Perhaps,” thought 
he, “they have a drink of water in their flasks.” 
But on approaching them, what a sight did he be- 
hold. A Russian, with shattered arm and wounded 
foot, was sitting on the ground. The Frenchmen
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were employed in tearing off his uniform, regardless 

of the agonised groans of the sufferer, on whom they 

were inflicting the most exquisite torture. “And all 

for the sake of a miserable coat !’”’—thought the boy, 

turning away in sickening disgust. 

A few paces off, a greyheaded Russian, mortally 

wounded, leant against a bank of earth ;—a broad 

white line on his forehead told of approaching disso- 

lution, but his hands were folded in devotion, and 

with his glazing eyes turned towards heaven, he 

prayed loud and fervently. 

“See, Mary,” said Augustus with emotion, “ how 

piously yonder soldier is praying—No doubt he is 

commending his soul to God’s mercy.” 

“No indeed,” replied Mary, shuddering—‘“ he is 

cursing the enemies of his country, and praying 

heaven to grant a full and deep revenge.”’ 

“Oh how glad I am,” cried Augustus,—“ that 

these curses cannot fall upon me. If I had my will, 

there should be no more war—and I could never for- 

give myself, if a man lost his life by my means.” 

As the children turned to quit the scene of carnage, 

they became aware of a number of horsemen, splen- 

didly mounted and accoutred, who were riding slowly 

towards them. Napoleon was coming with his staff 

to view the field of battle. With a face cold and 

passionless as marble he rode among the wounded, 

the dying, and the dead. Not a glance betrayed
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emotion or pity for the thousands who lay groaning 
and blaspheming in their agony about him. 

“A noble victory!’ cried one of the generals. 
“The redoubt and the village yonder were bravely 
defended, before they were taken. Fifty thousand 
dead and wounded men lie stretched on the plain.” 

“Fifty thousand men for a mound of earth and 
a ruined village,”—thought Augustus. ‘ What a 
price !”’ 

“There is now nothing to hinder us from entering 
the imperial Moscow,” continued the general; “ Long 
live the Emperor !” 

‘Long live the Emperor!’ echoed the whole staff. 
But the old Russian, with the white line on his 

forehead, seized a musket;—a French general, ob- 
serving this, cut him down with his sabre, and the 
Emperor and his staff rode away. 

And the day waned, and night came on. But the 
moon hid herself behind dark clouds, as though she 
could not bear to look down with her pure soft light 
upon the earth, which had drunk so deeply of its 
children’s blood. Thousands of dying men lay 
groaning in the still midnight, and praying for death 
as a release from their burning torment. And the 
pale scythe bearer descended, and quenched one life 
after another, as candles are extinguished when the 
midnight mass is said. Then the weary eyes closed, 
the cold limbs stretched themselves, and the wounds
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ceased to bleed. But many there were who tried 

hard to die, and could not; whose life clung to them 

like fetters of iron. Deaf to their groans, death 

passed them by, and would not release them for many 

days. 

On the great redoubt, friend and foe lay bedded 

together like brothers. Some were even sitting erect, 

leaning against the high breastwork, and looking 

down upon the battle field like living men. The sun 

and the rain bleached their bones, and innumerable 

skeletons bore witness to the greatness of the con- 

queror, and to the glorious victory he had won. 

But the mothers who had tended these men from 

their childhood upwards, with deep unwearied atffec- 

tion, and who were awaiting their return with 

anxiety darkening into despair, cried woe upon the 

conqueror. The spirits of those murdered men were 

gathered to the hundreds of thousands who had been 

sacrificed at the shrine of his ambition, to witness 

against him at the last day.
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CHAPTER XIII, 

MOSCOW.—WILFUL WASTE. 

Moscow, the rich prize of the conqueror, lay with 

its ancient palaces and churches before the eyes of 

the French army. The gilded turrets of the Krem- 

lin flashed in the sun’s rays, gladdening the hearts 

of the victorious invaders with the prospect of a rich 

booty. The city was entered without opposition. 

Napoleon’s expectations, however, were doomed to 

remain unfulfilied. Here no deputation came forth 

to meet him with obeisance and obsequious humility. 

No mob was here to gaze in awe and admiration at 

his splendid array. ‘The town seemed as if stricken 

with the plague, so silent and dreary were the 

streets. 

Strange to say, the man who affected to treat with 

scorn the homage of crowds, felt much annoyed now 

that this homage was wanting. He rode gloomily 

through the deserted streets, and fixed his head- 

quarters in the Kremlin. The soldiers, on the other 

hand, rejoiced greatly when they found so many 

H
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splendid houses empty. They took possession of suites 

of apartments furnished for the use of princes. They 

amused themselves by lying with their dirty boots on 

the silken sofas, and slept on couches of down under 

gilded canopies. The finest porcelain of Sévres and 

Dresden supplied the place of their earthen dishes. 

Cellars and storehouses were broken open, and the 

costliest wines flowed in streams. Chests of drawers 

were rummaged through, and the finest linen, shawls, 

and luxuries of every kind purloined. When night 

came on, the soldiers would light whole bundles of 

torches and candles, and carry them about in the 

magazines, reckless as to whether combustible ma- 

terials were stored up there or not. The natural 

consequence of this carelessness was, that several 

conflagrations took place, in addition to those which, 

it was even then rumoured, were intentionally caused 

by the Russians. Nobody thought of quenching the 

flames. On the contrary, the soldiers looked on with 

malicious pleasure, to see the enemy’s property burn. 

General and common soldier—all acted alike. But 

a heavy punishment was in store for them. 

Among the wooden houses of Moscow, the fire 

spread with fearful rapidity. Still the impending 

calamity might have been avoided, had the soldiers 

been less intent on plundering, and exerted them- 

selves to stop its ravages. But no one thought of 

such a thing. In their foolhardy security the de-
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luded men were already counting on new victories 

and fresh conquests, 

It was on one of these fearful days, that a coach 

with three horses, harnessed abreast, in the Russian 

fashion, stood at the door of a house. Presently 

several soldiers of the Rhenish corps appeared, carry- 

ing a wounded officer, whom they laid gently in the 

carriage, under the superintendence of a surgeon. A 

little girl took her seat beside him, and a soldier 

with his arm in a sling and his head bandaged up, 

was assisted on to the box. 

“But will the colonel be able to bear the jour- 

ney?” anxiously enquired a youngster in a drummer's 

uniform, who was no other than our friend Augustus, 

“ Never fear, my lad’—answered the surgeon. 

“The colonel can do no good here, and even when 

he gets well he can never take the field again, It 

is best for him to return to his home, where he can 

be properly attended to.” 

“ Farewell, Mary!” said Augustus turning to the 

girl. ‘Take good care of our honoured colonel, and 

do all you can to lighten the journey for him. I 

shall see you again when you have returned to your 

parents, who have no doubt rebuilt their mill by this 

time. Farewell then, till we meet again.” 

The tears stood in the boy’s eyes, as she leant 

forward to kiss him. 

“ Alas, Hoyer, I am very sad’”—said he, turning 

H 2
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to the soldier on the coach-box. ‘All who were 

fond of me—you, the colonel, and Mary—are going 

away.—How is all this to end? The lieutenant is 

not kind, and that bad man Déhnert, who murdered 

little Emily, has rejoined the regiment. He bears 

me a grudge, and is only waiting till you are gone, 

to wreak his spite upon me. 

‘Don’t grumble, my lad,” answered the sergeant, 

looking down from his high seat. “It’s sinful to 
grumble. For haven’t you as yet escaped better 

than any of us, without a scar or a scratch? I'd 

change with you in a minute.—I shouldn’t so much 

mind this gash in my head, but I’ve lost three fin- 

gers, which makes a helpless cripple of me. Well, 

good bye, till we meet again.” And the sergeant 
held out his left hand which Augustus shook heartily. 
As the carriage rolled slowly away, he walked beside 

it for a short distance. 

‘“'That’s my reward !” muttered poor Hoyer look- 
ing ruefully at his wounded hand. “Yes, yes—the 
horse that earns the corn, doesn’t always get it to 
eat. I made quite sure I should get the cross of 
the Legion of Honour, and I always stood like a 
rock when we faced the enemy.—But who have got 
it instead of me? A parcel of cowards who turn pale 
when a bullet whistles past them, and in the battle 
would be glad to hide in a ditch, if they dared, rather 
than endanger their valuable lives.’’
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Augustus thought he would gladly give up all 

the crosses in the world, if he were once more at 

home. With tearful eyes he stood gazing after the 

carriage, long after it had vanished. 

Moscow looked like a large fair, where ‘nia of 

valuables are exposed. Costly mirrors, curtains, 

furniture of all sorts, chests, tubs, bales of goods, 

and a hundred other articles, had been dragged out 

of the burning houses, and lay heaped pell-mell in 

the streets; one after the other they fell a prey to 

the hungry flames. 

For a long time the wiiien looked on all this 

with great indifference, and took no thought for the 

future. At length, however, the fire reached such 

a pitch, that they were obliged to provide for their 

own safety. There were but few houses left, so that 

they had to live inconveniently crowded, and even 

the most reckless began anxiously to hope for the 

termination of the campaign. But week after week 

passed, and nothing was done. In the midst of 

their glittering treasures they now began to ex- 

perience a want of provisions, which they had till 

now so shamefully wasted. All the country had 

been exhausted—all the villages around lay in 

ashes, and no peasants appeared with fresh sup- 

plies, so that Napoleon was at length compelled 

to give the order to retreat. This was, however, 

a bad alternative, as the troops must needs return
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by the same road they had already traversed, and 
had but little prospect of food or shelter. To in- 
crease their troubles, autumn had set in earlier than 
usual, and with uncommon severity.
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CHAPTER XIV. 

THE RETREAT.—WOFUL WANT. 

Tue keen wind of autumn had stripped the trees, 

and hardened the ground with its chilling breath. 

The sky was obscured by dark clouds, and a thick 

driving snow began to fall, which ina short time 

covered everything with a stiff icy rind. As far as 

the eye could reach the French legions appeared on 

the plain. They had quitted Moscow laden with 

booty, but the wonted hilarity no longer reigned in 

their ranks. They marched on, silent and gloomy, 

but every now and then an impatient curse would 

escape their lips, when they encountered fresh diffi- 

culties. Their countenances were pale, and wore an 

expression of suffering and distrust. They were still 

the same troops who, but a few short months before, 

had astonished and delighted the beholder; but the 

splendour of their appearance was gone, and had 

given place to a motley diversity of costumes. In- 

stead of their gilded helmets, many now wore low
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unsightly fur caps, and others had wrapped shawls 
or costly hangings round their head and shoulders. 
The cloaks were full of rents and burns, and the 
uniforms soiled and dirty. The horses of the cavalry 
were mere skeletons, panting under a burden which, 
in their emaciated condition, they could scarcely 
support. Another cause of suffering lay in the 
penetrating dampness of the snow, which loosened 
the stitches of the soldiers’ boots, so that they hung 
in tatters round their feet, and the majority of the 
army had to march barefoot. 

The inspiring music, and the glad sound of the 
trumpets were heard no longer. Twelve weary horses 
tugged panting at one cannon, and could hardly be 
urged, even by incessant flogging, to anything like 
speed. When noon arrived there was no welcome 
farm-house, no warm fire, no nourishing meat to 
throw wastefully away. How glad would those 
hungry men now have been, could they have pro- 
cured rye loaves half as good as those they had 
formerly despised. They might be seen eagerly 
searching their knapsacks for something eatable, or 
greedily gnawing a frozen crust, or a tough piece of 
horseflesh. If any of them ventured to leave the 
main body in the hope of finding provisions, they 
were almost certain not to return, for bands of enraged 
peasantry, and parties of mounted Cossacks lay in 
wait for such stragglers, and put them to death with-
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out mercy. Many and anxious were the glances 

cast every evening at the setting sun, for numbers 

perished during the long dreary nights. If a soldier 

stumbled in the dim twilight, and fell to the ground, 

no comrade stretched out a helping hand to raise 

him. They all marched callously by the fallen 

wretch, who was soon buried under the drifting 

snow, and passed unconsciously from the scene of his 

troubles. Later comers would stumble over the 

corpses, and with greedy hands open their knap- 

sacks, to see if they contained gold or silver. When 

this was the case they were carried away, but the 

increased burthen generally proved fatal to the 

bearer.—The cold increased daily, and the misery 

grew more and more fearful. When, after a march 

of a many days, a town was at length reached, 

nothing but ruins appeared. The houses had neither 

doors nor windows, and all the stored up provisions 

had been wantonly wasted by the French themselves, 

during their march towards Moscow. How bitterly _ 

did the miserable men repent of their wastefulness, 

when at night they sank down exhausted on the 

snow, and a few of the heartiest went to collect fire- 

wood, which had frequently to be brought from 

some distance. When a fire was kindled, the half- 

frozen men would cluster round it like flies, with 

their swelled feet turned towards the flame; stretched 

upon the ground they would gradually approach
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nearer and nearer to the grateful warmth, uncon- 
scious that their clothes were singeing, and their 
numbed feet scorching in the fire. A leaden sleep 
then fell upon them; the snow fell hissing into the 
fire, which was gradually extinguished, and with it 
the life of many a soldier. When the drummer gave 
the signal for departure next morning, it frequently 
happened that scarcely one man rose from among 
the stiffened corpses, to obey the summons. 

The horses, which rarely ever passed the night in a 
warm stable, or received any sustenance beyond a little 
musty hay, lost all their remaining strength, and fell 
down by hundreds. In a single night six thonsand 
of them died. All the cavalry had now to march on 
foot, as the remaining horses hardly sufficed to drag 
the cannon and ammunition waggons. 

Then it was plainly seen how weak and short- 
sighted is man. The half a million of warriors, by 
whose aid Napoleon had intended to overcome the 
world, were scattered like a snow-drift by the icy 
breath of winter, and their commander was not able 
to lessen the cold one degree, or to provide the 
starving men with food for a single day. All 
thoughts of obedience, discipline, or order, vanished 
in the universal distress. The men marched on or 
halted to rest whenever they chose, so that the army 
resembled a confused many-coloured mass. The 
road was everywhere blocked up with waggons,
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cannon, and bodies of men and horses.—Tens of 

thousands were already dead and gone, and Augus- 

tus still lived. He lived, was in tolerable health, 

and had as yet seldom suffered hunger. Under 

Heaven, he had to thank Mary for this; before 

leaving Moscow, she had given him some valuable 

advice regarding the climate of Russia. Amongst 

other precautions, he had provided himself with 

strong boots, covered with a kind of varnish com- 

posed chiefly of pitch, and with a good stock of warm 

clothing. In his knapsack he had stowed away a 

few pounds of chocolate, as provision for time of 

need. His youth, added to his modesty and readi- 

ness to oblige, often procured him food while others 

were obliged to suffer hunger. As he marched 

stoutly on, his healthy appearance created not a little 

envy among the handful of men to which his regiment 

was now reduced; and Déhnert, the drummer, more 

especially looked upon him with no friendly eye, on 

account of the well-deserved chastisement he had re- 

ceived from Augustus’s father. Fortunate was it 

for the boy that Déhnert’s strength and spirit had 

been broken by hunger and cold, or it might have 

fared hard with him. 

They had now passed the ruined fortress of Smo- 

lensk, and halted one evening, to bivouac as usual, 

in the open air. Augustus, as the strongest, was 

sent out to collect firewood, and had soon kindled a
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blazing fire, round which the soldiers sat cooking 

dry pieces of horseflesh. Augustus had still the 

greater portion of his chocolate remaining, and had 

for several days purposed making some of it into a 

strengthening drink. But this must be done secretly, 

for if the others saw what he had, they would have 

taken it from him. He therefore waited till all were 

asleep, and then putting an earthen pipkin full of 

snow to the fire, was soon busily employed at his 

cookery. It was just ready, when to his great vex- 

ation, Déhnert the drummer suddenly turned round. 
“Ah!” cried he—‘‘that smells deliciously—what, 

chocolate—let’s see, my boy.” 

Augustus could have cried with rage when he saw 
the rascal rise and stagger towards him. ‘‘Comrade,”’ 
said he, at last—‘‘I’m contented to share with you, 
though I’ve little enough for myself.” 

““What’s that about sharing,” cried the drummer 

angrily,—‘‘T’ll share with nobody—give me the 

pipkin; give it here I say !’’—and stretching forward, 

he seized it with both hands, and began greedily to 

swallow the boiling liquid. 

The boy looked on with indignant eyes. Of all 

men, Déhnert was the last whom he would have 

wished to share with,—and to rob him outright was 

too bad. He felt strong enough to hurl the emaci- 

ated wretch who sat crouching before him, into the 

fire, and involuntarily raised his hand to give him a
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violent push; but it was only a momentary impulse. 

“Tt is better to suffer wrong than to do it,’’ thought 

he, and turning away, threw himself down beside his 

companions, using his knapsack as a pillow. Still 

he could not refrain from shedding a few tears as he 

lay awake, cold and hungry. Sleep came however, 

in a few hours; but on waking the next morning he 

found himself without his knapsack, and alone. He 

could tell by the manner in which the snow lay 

heaped around him, that somebody had piled it up 

thus, to hinder his comrades from seeing him. This 

could be no other than the thief of the chocolate and 

the knapsack, namely, Déhnert. Augustus rose and 

looked around him. Several corpses lay near, frozen 

stark and stiff, but not a living creature was to be 

seen. Full of mournful forebodings he set out to 

overtake his comrades, and after a few hours march- 

ing, arrived at a village which seemed familiar to 

him. Yes—surely—there were the ruins among 

which he and Mary had wandered, and yonder heap 

of stones was all that remained of the mill. Every 

morsel of woodwork had been burnt for fuel by the re- 

treating army. Several traces of newly extinguished 

fires, and other more mournful mementos in the 

shape of numerous dead bodies, shewed that a portion 

of the French army had bivouacked here on the pre- 

ceding night.—But how completely was Augustus 

deceived in his expectations! He had hoped to find
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the village, or at least the mill rebuilt, and that he 
should see Mary and her parents, who would wel- 
come him joyfully.—And now hunger, that importu- 
nate creditor, knocked loudly to be satisfied.—After 
vainly searching all his pockets for a crust, he looked 
eagerly round to discover something eatable. The 
swollen carcase of a horse, from which large strips of 
flesh had been cut, lay at a little distance; but 
hungry as the lad was, he could not bring himself to 
eat of such food. ‘Perhaps I shall find something 
in one of the knapsacks which are lying about,’’ said 
he, taking up one. But it was in vain that he opened 
one after another; in some he found gold, and in 
others silver, but not a scrap of food. A waggon 
with broken wheels lay in a hollow on the margin of 
the stream; round it were scattered several broken 
barrels, and also some smaller ones, which had sus- 
tained no damage, and felt very heavy. 

“Gold, and nothing but gold,’—sighed Augustus, 
when with infinite labour he had succeeded in break- 
ing open one of the little barrels. “Oh that they 
contained biscuit or flour !’’ thought he, as he turned 
away to continue his search, 

A little carriage, harnessed to which was a miser- 
able horse that had fallen down dead, now drew 
his attention, The snow had driven in at the open 
door, covering all the inside with a thick icy coating. 
A few wretched coverlets were frozen so stiffly that
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Augustus was obliged to use his knife to sever them, 

and what was his horror to find that the occupants, 

a young woman and an infant, were quite dead. 

They were past all pain, and had slumbered tran- 

quilly away into a world of blissful rest. 

Accustomed as our hero had of late become, to 

scenes of death and misery, there was something so 

exquisitely pathetic in the expression of the little 

pale face, sleeping so peacefully in its mother’s arms, 

that he felt quite unmanned, and sat down weeping 

bitterly. Hunger, however, compelled him to prose- 

cute his search, and this time he was successful. In 

one corner of the carriage he discovered a large bag, 

which, on being opened, proved to contain a mixture 

of barley-meal and rye. A tin can was also found, 

and by melting some snow, and boiling the grain 

therein, he produced a dish which, in his famished 

state, appeared to him the most delicious he had ever 

tasted. When he had satisfied his hunger, Augustus 

proceeded to put some of the gold pieces he had 

found into his pockets, taking care, however, that it 

should not be enough to impede his progress, A 

happy thought now struck him. He remembered 

the subterranean chamber in the mill, into which he 

had crept with Mary on the night of the fire, and 

proceeded to deposit there all the little barrels, and 

all the knapsacks which contained money, ‘ That 

will be more than enough to rebuild the mill,’’—said
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he cheerfully, as he placed his great treasure, the 

bag of meal in an empty knapsack, before continu- 

ing his march. In the evening he overtook some 

French soldiers, who were bivouacking near a thicket. 

Straying among the ranks, in the hope of finding 

some of his countrymen, he was accosted in French 

by a weak voice, and looking up, beheld an officer, 

strangely attired, sitting beside his horse. The 

lower part of his body was covered by a thick 

furred petticoat, over which he wore a military 

coat, gorgeously embroidered, but dirty and ragged. 

Over his shoulders he had thrown a horsecloth; he 

wore on his head a thick handkerchief, twisted like a 

turban, and haybands were wound round the remains 

of what had once been boots. He leant with his 

head against the body of the horse. 

“ Comrade,” — said this strange apparition, — 

“have you nothing to eat?—I only beg for a few 

mouthfuls.” 

Augustus stood still, debating with himself whether 
he should grant the stranger’s request. “ Has not 

heaven this very day given me ample provision?” — 

said he to himself,—‘ and we are told in the Bible 

to do good to all men.” 

“Have patience for a few minutes,’—said he 

aloud, “TI will go and kindle a fire.” 

So saying, he ran off to cut down a number of 

pine branches in the adjoining thicket, and proceeded
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to light his fire. This was, however, a task of no 

little difficulty, for the branches were covered with 

frozen snow, and quite wet. After many fruitless 

attempts, he at length got them to burn. The next 

thing was to fill the can with snow, and to put it on 

the fire to melt; but it had to be replenished several 

times, before water enough was produced. When 

the water boiled, the drummer shook in some of the 

barley and rye, and stirred it round and round. 

“But I have neither salt nor suet,’’—said he to 

his guest, who sat with his hungry eyes fixed upon 

the steaming can. | 

The Frenchman put his hand into the pocket 

of his uniform, and brought forth a small parcel. 

‘‘ There comrade,’’—replied he,—‘ there is suet.” 

On opening the paper, a piece of tallow candle 

appeared, which was immediately popped into the 

soup, and stewed down. The Frenchman now handed 

another paper to his host, saying—“ Here comrade, is 

salt.” 

This time a cartridge of gunpowder came to light, 

which was also added to the frugal dish. Augustus 

now handed the produce of his cookery to his guest, 

together with a spoon he had cut out of a piece of 

bark. The Frenchman ate six spoonfuls with an 

appearance of great relish, and then Augustus’s turn 

came. But while the guest was eating, the firelight 

streamed full upon him, and Augustus recognised the 

I
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countenance of the colonel by whose means he had so 

nearly been shot. The Frenchman had in the mean 

time risen to the rank of general, and had not the 

least idea that his present benefactor was the 

wretched drummer, whom he had long numbered 

among the dead. It was with a feeling of intense 

pleasure that Augustus saw his unconscious enemy 

regaling at his cost, and so absorbed was he with his 

discovery, that he had almost forgotten the business 

in hand, till the general held out the spoon towards 

him, and said—“ Eat comrade—it’s good, very 

good.” 
They ate on in turn, and between them the mess 

soon vanished. When they had finished, the general 

advised his companion to lean his head against the 

horse for warmth, and try to sleep. Augustus was 

about to obey, when the cry arose— the Cossacks ! 

the Cossacks !”’ 

Shots were fired, and yells of rage and pain re- 

sounded through the still night. The general started 

up, sprang on his wearied horse, and fled. Augustus 

never saw him again. Crouched beneath some 

branches, which he had collected to replenish his fire, 

he waited patiently till the tumult subsided.
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CHAPTER XV. 

THE BEREZINA. 

Tue French army had now reached the banks of the 

Berezina, and two frail bridges were hastily thrown 

across the river. Whilst this was being accomplished, 

the number of fugitives and carriages of every kind, 

waiting to cross, increased more and more. Every 

one wished to be the first on the opposite bank, and 

none would give way an inch, so that the road was 

soon completely choked up with horses, cannon, 

waggons, and men. Almost at the end of the con- 

fused mass stood a carriage; some Frenchmen had 

taken away the horses, which were not yet quite 

exhausted, to harness them before a cannon. In 

the carriage lay Augustus’s colonel, wounded and 

helpless. 

‘“‘Look to your safety, my children,’’—said he to 

Mary, and to Sergeant Hoyer, who still kept his 

place on the coach-box, ‘ Leave me to my fate,—I 

have learnt to look death in the face without quailing, 

12
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even should he come armed with a knout instead of 

his scythe.” 

“God forbid, honoured colonel!”’ ‘ee Hoyer. 

‘‘He must be a bad soldier, who would leave the 

father of the regiment in the lurch. Besides, we are 

caught here like mice in a trap, and can neither ad- 

vance nor retreat. We must wait, till the enemy’s 

bullets have cleared the way.” 

The colonel only answered with a deep sigh.’ 

“ Are you hungry, dear child?” asked he, turning to 

Mary. The poor girl shook her head in reply, 

though her famished looks told plainly to the con- 

trary. 

Night came on, and with it the confusion increased. 

It reached its highest pitch when the Russians began, 

on the following day, to rain a shower of bullets 

among the dense mass of fugitives. Thousands were 

thrown down, trampled under foot, and run over, 

and thousands perished by the enemy’s fire. 

“Save yourselves who can!’ was the cry. The 

wounded men and the women were driven without 

mercy from the carriages, which were then piled in 

heaps and burnt. 

Several soldiers approached the carriage in which 

the colonel lay, when Hoyer jumped angrily up. 

‘Comrades!’ shouted he, “‘ would you burn us like 

rats? In this carriage lies my honoured colonel, 

who has fought sixteen battles, and received thirteen
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wounds in your Emperor’s service. Have you no 

regard for an officer of the legion, that you can’t 

leave him to die in quiet, and respect the coffin of a 

brave soldier ?”’ 

The Frenchmen, some of whom understood Ger- 

man, looked at each other irresolutely, spoke a few 

words among themselves, and went away. Hoyer 

watched them narrowly. 

“Mary,” cried he eagerly, “did you see what 

yonder Frenchman was doing on_ the powder 

waggon ?”’ 

‘‘No,”’ answered Mary. 

‘Do you see nothing there—my eyes have become 

so weak.”’ 

““T see a thin smoke, like that from a lighted 

pipe.” 

‘“‘T knew it,’ muttered Hoyer—“ Lord have mercy 

upon us.”’ 

“The bridge is burning! we are all lost! ’”’—was 

now the cry, and a wild lamentation arose. 

‘Yes, we are done for now,”—said Hoyer to him- 

self. ‘In ten minutes, we shall be burnt, or at least 

blown into the air. Well, at any rate, we shall not 

die of cold, and perhaps it’s all for the best, for we 

shall be the sooner out of our misery; still a man 

should do his best to lengthen his life, and moreover 

I pity the poor innocent child. But what’s to be 

done? Wounded as I am, I can’t even leave the
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carriage without help, and poor little Mary here 

can’t force her way through the crowd to take 

away the match.—Well, I’ll try if any one will 

do it.” 

‘‘ Halloa,—” continued he, as loud as he could— 

“the powder waggons yonder will explode presently. 

Who will save all our lives by pulling away 

the match which those rascally Frenchmen have 

lighted ?” 

These words produced an effect entirely opposite 

to the sergeant’s intention. A panic fear came upon 

all who heard them, and all endeavoured to escape 

from the dangerous neighbourhood by precipitate 

flight. In a few minutes only the wounded and 

exhausted men remained, so that the space around 

grew somewhat clearer. But the match smouldered 

slowly on, and Hoyer began to despair of any succour . 

arriving in time to save them. 

“ Are you afraid to die, Mary?” asked he.” 

“‘ No,”"—replied the child in a weak voice, ‘I shall 

be in Heaven then, and have no more cold and 

misery to endure.”’ 

“You are right, dear child,”—said the sergeant 

with emotion,—“let us pray to God to forgive us our 

sins, for his Son’s sake.” 

And amid the turmoil of death and destruction, 

the feeble voice of that little child rose in suppli- 

cation to Him who has taught us by the mouth of
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infinite wisdom, that “of such is the kingdom of 

Heaven.” 

But a new actor appeared on the scene.—“ Au- 

gustus—there is Augustus!” shrieked Mary, and fell 

into his arms. 

“Hurrah!” cried Hoyer joyfully,—* Are you still 

alive, my boy—Throw yourself on the ground, and 

perhaps you may yet escape. The match on the 

powder waggon yonder will set fire to it in a couple 

of minutes.—Hurrah, now I should like to live a 

little longer myself—would’nt you Mary?—Even the 

colonel would rally, if he could see the boy.” 

Following the direction of Hoyer’s eye, Augustus 

at once comprehended the danger which menaced 

them. Running to the waggon, he pulled away the 

match, and hastily shut the lid. 

Surrounded as they were by the horrors of death, 

the three friends forgot everything in the joy of 

meeting one another. The colonel, however, was 

past all emotion; he lay in the carriage, almost in- 

sensible. But their joy did not last long. Shots 

were fired more and more frequently, and at length 

a cannon ball grazed the carriage, and shattered one 

of the hind wheels. A splinter struck Augustus on 

the head, and at the same moment the carriage fell 

on his leg and broke it. With a piercing shriek he 

swooned away. 

When he recovered his senses, it was night, and
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the stars were shining brightly. The carriage still 

lay on his leg, and within it all was still; Hoyer was 

still on the coach-box, asleep from sheer exhaustion. 

At a short distance Augustus could hear a noise, 

which proceeded from the Russians, who were plun.- 

dering the waggons, and making prisoners. 

Help, whether it came from friend or foe, was 

now most sorely needed. After endeavouring in 

vain to draw his broken limb from under the car- 

riage, he at length began to call out for help—but 

nobody heard him. 

Just then, he descried his drum lying close beside 

him. Here was a means of making himself heard. 

Drawing the instrument towards him, he seized his 

drumsticks, and commenced beating a loud tattoo. 

The effect of this proceeding was first manifest in 

the carriage. Little Mary began crying in her sleep, 

and said, “ Stoop Augustus, or the bullets will hit 

you.” Hoyer’s deep voice grumbled from the box— 

“Directly, captain; only wait till I’ve got my 

sword !”—Even the colonel cried in delirium— 

‘Forward, lads, forward! Strike down all! Give 

no quarter !”’ 

At the sound of the drum, a wounded man, who 

lay close by, raised himself on his elbow. His 

wasted face was pale as death itself, and his glassy 

eyes gleamed spectrally in the moonlight. With 

teeth chattering with cold and horror, he stammered
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out—‘* Woman, leave me—It was not I this time— 
I only did it once—how could I tell that it would 
hurt the child!—Let me go, I say—Why do you 
claw me so!’’—With the strength of desperation he 
rose to his feet, staggered forward a few paces, and 
fell down dead. 

The drumsticks fell from our hero’s hands, and he 
sat gazing in speechless horror at the fallen. man— 
He to whom alone vengeance belongeth had in His 
own good time repaid the slayer ;—stretched at Au- 
gustus’s feet lay his bitterest enemy—the murderer of 
his sister—Dohnert, the drummer. 

A file of Russians now approached the carriage. — 
Mary, now fully awake, instantly recogniscd in one 
of them, a quondam pupil of Augustus, and cried 
out ‘ Bibikoff—help your teacher—don’t you know 
us?” | 

This appeal in the Russian language, procured for 
them a fate more bearable than that of the remain- 
ing prisoners. Their money was indeed taken from 
them, but they were cared for as well as circum- 
stances would allow. The three wounded ones 
recovered slowly, but effectually, in a Russian 
hospital. 3
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CHAPTER XVI. 

THE RETURN HOME. 

A sumMER and two winters had passed away. The 

cottages in Mary’s native village had all been re- 

built, and a handsome church stood on the site of the 

old one; but the mill was still a blackened ruin. 

It was in the spring of the year 1814, and the 

feathered denizens of the woods were chirping among 

the fresh green of the trees. Not a trace of war was 

left, save here and there the bleached rib or skull of 

a horse. 

- On a fine sunny afternoon a clumsy Russian 

vehicle, half carriage, half waggon, came rolling into 

the village, and stopped before the ruined mill. Our 

old acquaintance, Master Naumann, the miller, 

handed out his wife and two children. 

‘Here we are at last’’—began he after a pause, 

during which all had stood sorrowfully regarding 

their once thriving home. ‘ But how are we to 

rebuild the mill ?” 

‘Dear husband, do not let us stay here,””—replied 

his wife. ‘I could never sleep in quiet in the place
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where my poor Mary lost her life. I should con- 

tinually fancy I heard her screams.” 

“T feel much in the same way’’—replied the 

miller thoughtfully. ‘But tell me, what are we to 

do? Of course I should like to return to my native 

country, the more so, as our neighbours bear me a 

grudge, because I would not burn my mill during 

the war. But poor as I am, I can scarcely return to 

Germany. What might I get for the ground? A 

trifle, perhaps.” 

A troop of men, all wearing coats of coarse cloth 

over shabby uniforms, and carrying stout sticks, now 

appeared in view. They were German prisoners, 

who had been set free at the conclusion of the war, 

and were now returning to their homes. As they 

drew near, four persons separated themselves from 

the rest, and approached the mill. They were Au- 

gustus, the Colonel, Sergeant Hoyer, and Mary. 

The child flew with a scream of delight into the 

arms of her parents, who could scarcely believe their 

eyes, when they saw the daughter whom they had so 

long mourned as dead. Explanations were hurriedly 

given, and Augustus was overwhelmed with thanks 

and praises. 

“ But I cannot reward you for your heroic action,” 

said Naumann, after a pause.—The war has almost 

ruined me.”’ - 

On hearing these words, Augustus contrived to
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slip away unperceived. He had preferred saying ~ 

nothing about the money he had buried in the cellar, 

until he had made sure it was still there. Trembling 

with excitement, he began scraping away the earth 

he had piled upon his treasure, and soon found, to 

his great joy, that nothing had been disturbed. The 

knapsack had burst asunder, and the barrels were 

worm-eaten, but the gold was still there. After 

filling his pockets, he rejoined his comrades. Young 

as Augustus was, he had already had sufficient ex- 

perience to know that gold often breeds discord even 

amongst the best friends, and therefore he thought it 

right to secure for himself at least a portion of his 

money. With his countenance. radiant with good 

news, he rejoined the others. 

‘* During our retreat’’—he began—‘I secreted a 

considerable treasure in this mill, and I propose 

that we share it in the following manner :—Master 

Naumann must receive a third part, as proprietor of 

the ground on which it is hidden. The remaining 

two-thirds should be divided amongst us poor wan- 

derers.—Do you agree to this ?” 

All the hearers listened to him in great astonish- 

ment, and the colonel was the first who answered. 

“| rejoice at your good fortune,” said he,—‘ and 

for my part, I only ask for a small loan to pay my 

expenses on the journey home. I have enough 

property, and therefore require no more.”
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Old Sergeant Hoyer looked at his hands, on which 
only two whole fingers and three halves were left— 
and said smiling—* I cannot work, that’s very sure 
—and I’m ashamed to beg. So I’ll take my share, 
and God bless you, my boy!” 

The miller and his wife were almost beside them- 
selves for joy, and nearly stifled the little treasure- 
seeker with caresses. 

The money was now secretly brought out of the 
cellar, deposited in the carriage, and carefully covered 
over, lest any of the inhabitants of the village should 
suspect what was going on. They then all mounted 
the vehicle, and quitted the village. Naumann de- 
termined to return with the rest to Germany, and 
purchase a mill with his share of the treasure. In 
the next town the spoil was divided, and an addi- 
tional carriage procured. As they were about to 
resume their journey, a party of their former com- 
panions came up, and looked curiously at them, 
wondering how they had procured such a luxury as 
a carriage. One man stepped forward, and begged 
the colonel that he might travel with him. This was 
no other than the haughty lieutenant, who had by 
this time grown considerably less haughty and more 
conciliating. 

“Sir’”’—replied the colonel— the carriage does not 
belong to me, but to my two comrades here. If they 
will take you, I have no objection.”
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This time the officer did not consider it ‘ altogether 

beneath his dignity” to speak kindly to his subordi- 

nates. They welcomed him cordially, and willingly 

granted his request. 
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CHAPTER XVII. 

CONCLUSION. 

One day in the beginning of May, 1814, Master 
Wunsch stood in his workshop, cutting leather. He 

was alone, and there would not even have been room 

for workmen, as the whole place was full of house- 

hold furniture and beds. Everything around wore 

an aspect of poverty, and it was easy to see that the 

world had not gone prosperously with the saddler. 

Suddenly the door opened, and a man in travelling 

attire entered. 

‘*Good morrow to you, friend Wunsch,” said he 

cheerfully.” 

Wunsch looked up, and his melancholy face 

brightened immediately. He shook his visitor 

warmly by the hand, saying with surprise—“ Are 

you come back at last, old schoolfellow Naumann— 

Where have you been hiding, all these years ?””’ 

‘In Russia’”’—replied the other. ‘I had built a 

mill and married a wife; but during the war the 

French burnt the mill, so I have returned here with 

all my family.”’
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“And what do you intend doing?” asked the 

saddler. 

“T must buy a mill, or rent one.” 

“* Have you money ?” 

“No, but I have good friends, who will no doubt 

assist me. ‘There is yourself, for instance—you are 

no doubt in good circumstances, and have plenty of 

custom and credit. You could do much for me.”’ 

‘Poor companion in misfortune’’—said Wunsch 

with a bitter smile,—‘‘you are wofully deceived. I 

had all you mention, but I have it no longer. You 

see around me the miserable wreck of my former 

possessions. This workshop, which serves me also 

for a dwelling house, is only mine for a few days 

longer. Then it will be sold to pay my debts, and I 

must go. Yes, yes, friend Naumann, the war has 

robbed me of all my fortune, and more—far more.” 

‘How do you mean—more?” asked Naumann 

incredulously. 

“It has robbed me of two children’”—answered 

the saddler, turning gloomily away. He went to a 

kind of dark outhouse, which was used as a kitchen, 

and called out— Come hither, dear wife—an old 

friend of mine has come, and little Emily is lying 
awake in her cradle-—Come and feed her before she 
annoys us with her crying.” 

Mrs. Wunsch bade the stranger kindly welcome, 
and took her little daughter out of the cradle. 
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‘A pretty child,’’ said Naumann. 
‘That is true,” answered the father,—“ but I had 

rather it had been a boy—I should have christened 
it Augustus.”’ 

‘““Why so? Do you love boys more than girls?” 
‘‘No”—replied Wunsch—“ Besides, Heaven has 

kindly sent this child to comfort me for the loss of 
my former little Emily—But my poor boy.” 

The saddler could say no more, but turned away 
to hide his emotion. 

‘What about your son?”’ asked came in a 
sympathising voice. 

‘He died for me,”—sobbed Wunsch—“ a, bitter 

death—to save me—bless thee dear child,” added he 

solemnly—“ Heaven bless thee, even in eternity.”’ 

Mrs. Wunsch bent over the child in her lap, and 
wept bitterly. 

“‘ How did it ae ?”’ asked Naumann, after a 

pause. 

“Spare me the detail’’—said Wunsch—“ You 

must have seen and heard in what a fearful manner 

the soldiers perished in Russia,—through battle, 

cold, and hunger. My son died in this way.” 

“But are you sure of that?’ again asked the 

miller. ‘(Many German prisoners of war are now re- 

turning from Russia, and I myself am the bearer of 

a letter from a young drummer, born in this town.” 

“A young drummer, from this town!” éried the 
K
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saddler and his wife, in one breath. Both trembled 
with expectation, and grew red and pale by turns. 

“Tt is as I say”—said Naumann quietly, putting 
his hand in his pocket. ‘The direction has been 
hastily written, and has become illegible during the 
long journey.” 

Wunsch rushed forward and seized the letter. “ It 
is my son’s writing’”’—shouted he, after glancing for 
a moment at the address. In the tumult of his joy he 
almost tore the letter in pieces, instead of reading it. 

Mrs. Wunsch started up, and holding the screaming 
baby in one arm, was in a moment at her husband’s 
side, gazing at the letter both were almost too excited 
to read. Its contents were merely— 

“My Dearest Parents, 

“T am still alive, and well. In another moment 
I shall be with you. 

“ Auaustus.”’ 

The door was thrown violently open. Bertha and 
Robert rushed in, holding their school books in one 
hand and dragging Augustus in by the other. 

His parents fell upon his neck, and for the next 
few minutes nothing was heard but a confused noise 
of laughter and weeping, and disjointed exclama- 
tions. 

In the meantime the room had become filled with
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spectators. ‘The colonel, the lieutenant, Hoyer, and 
Naumann’s wife and children, among whom Mary 
was foremost, stood round looking on the scene with 
tearful eyes. 

When the tumult of greeting had somewhat sub- 

sided, Augustus said—TI have brought a keepsake 
for you, which we will treasure up as a remembrance 
of the days gone by,’’—and he drew forth his drum- 
sticks. ‘‘These I have saved, but the drum itself I 

lost in Russia.” 

“'There’s another little remembrance”’—said Hoyer 

smiling, and pointing to the table, on which the men 
had in the meantime placed several bags of gold. 

“That's more than my share,”—cried Augustus 

hastily. 

“By your leave,” continued Hoyer—“I have 

added my share to it. If you have a little room in 

the house, to give to an old soldier, who doesn’t re- 

quire much, and who, though his fingers are absent 

without leave, can rock a cradle and make himself 

generally useful—I’ll engage it for myself. My 

honoured colonel has promised to procure my dis- 

charge. 

‘“¢ And we will remain here too,’’—said Naumann, 

“and hire a mill somewhere in the neighbourhood. 

We'll make one family, and forget all our troubles. 

You see, friend Wunsch, you can buy your house 

back again, and still have something left.”
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‘You are heartily welcome, all of you!” cried 

Master Wunsch, joyfully. ‘Gentlemen, you are I 

hope my guests to-day, and will take things as you 

find them. And let us thank Heaven for its great 

mercy, in not tempting us beyond what we were able 

to bear, but ordering all for the best, in its infinite 

wisdom—Heaven be praised for all. things !—And 

soon may war be talked of among men, as an evil 

thing that has passed away for ever!” 

THE END. 
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By Mrs. Dorset. 

Illustrated with Twelve Illuminated Borders, printed by M. and N. Hangarr. 
New Edition. 16mo., extra boards, gilt edges, 5s.



Published by Addey and Oo. 

  

CoMPANION TO THE “ENGLISH STRUWWELPETER.” 
A LAUGHTER BOOK FOR LITTLE FOLK. 

Translated from the German by MADAME DE CuATELAIN. With Eighteen large 
Coloured Comic Engravings. 

Ato, 2s. 6d., boards. 
= 

NAUGHTY BOYS AND GIRLS. 
COMIC TALES AND COLOURED PICTURES. 

4 Companion to the “ ENGLIish SrRUWWELPETER” and “ LAUGHTER-BOoK FoR 
LITTLE FouK.” 

Quarto, 2s. 6d., boards. 

——<— 

THE APPLE DUMPLING, 
AND OTHER STORIES FOR YOUNG BOYS AND GIRLS. 

Illustrated with Four Pen-and-Ink Drawings. 

Handsomely bound, with Coloured Pictures, 3s. 6d. 

eee 

MAVOR’S PRIMER. 

Illustrated with Thirty-eight Engravings by Joun GILBERT. 

Crown 8vo., on Indestructible Cloth, ls. ; on Paper, 6d.; Coloured, 1s. 

—_———<>—_—___ 

HOME AND ITS PLEASURES. 
SIMPLE STORIES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE. 

By Mrs. HarrnieT Myrtve, Author of “ Pleasures of the Country,” &c. With 
Eight Mlustrations by Hasiot K. BRowne. 

Small 4to., cloth, 3s, 6d.; or with Coloured Plates, 6s. 

--ee—e—ns—Oo- 

PLEASURES OF THE COUNTRY. 

By Mrs. Hargiet MYRTLE. 

With Eight Ilustrations by Jonn GruBeRt. 

Small Quarto, cloth, 3s. 6d.; Coloured, gilt edges, 6s. 

onstrate intemal 

THE BROAD LINE DRAWING BOOK. 

For the Use of Young Children, containing Eighty Drawings of Objects. 

Oblong 8vo., 4s. cloth; or with Coloured Plates, 7s. 6d. cloth. 

Also issued in Six Parts, price 6d. each, plain, or 1s, Coloured.



Books for Young People. 

  

MERRY TALES FOR LITTLE FOLK. 
Edited by MapAME DE CHATELAIN. 

With more than Two Hundred Pictures by First-rate Artists. 
16mo., cloth, price 3s. 6d. 

CONTAINING 
House that Jack Built. Cinderella. The Blue Bird. 
Little Bo-Peep. Princess Rosetta. Little Maia. 
Old Woman and her Eggs. | Jack the Giant Killer. Elves of the Fairy Forest. 
Old Mother Goose. Jack and the Bean Stalk. | The Elfin Plough. 
The Death of Cock Robin. | Sir Guy of Warwick. The Nine Mountains. 
Old Mother Hubbard. Tom Hickathrift. Johnny and Lisbeth. 
The Three Bears. Bold Robin Hood. The Little Fisher Boy. 
Little Goody Two-Shoes. Tom Thumb. Hans in Luck. 
Little Red Riding-Hood. Puss in Boots. Giant and Brave Tailor. 
The Babes in the Wood. The Ugly Little Duck. Peter, the Goatherd. 
The Sleeping Beauty. The White Cat. Red Jacket. 
Fair One with Golden Locks. | The Charmed Fawn. The Three Golden Hairs. 
Beauty and the Beast. The Eleven Wild Swans. | Jewin the Bramble Bush. 

ee 

LITTLE FOLK’S BOOKS. 
One Shilling Each. 

FUNNY RHYMES and FAVOURITE TALES. 
NURSERY HEROES: 
NURSERY HEROINES. 
FAIRY FOLK and WONDERFUL MEN. 
NEW NURSERY SONGS. 
FAR FAMED TALES from the ARABIAN NIGHTS. 

*,* Each Volume contains about Fifty Mustrations, and is handsomely done 
up in boards. 

© concent teens 

INDESTRUCTIBLE BOOKS FOR CHILDREN. 
Printed on Strong Cloth, expressly prepared. Price ls. each. 

INDESTRUCTIBLE ALPHABET - « % Pictures. 

o
O
 tO 

’ INDESTRUCTIBLE PRIMER... 
INDESTRUCTIBLE SPELLING-BOOK . 
INDESTRUCTIBLE READING-BOOK 

40 Pictures. 
12 Large Pictures. 
12 Large Pictures. 

THE INDESTRUCTIBLE LESSON-BOOK. 
The Four Parts strongly bound in One Volume. 

Illustrated with 90 Pictures. Price 5s. 

iia ail i 

MAJA’S LESSON BOOK. 
With Ninety Pictures. Printed on strong cartridge paper. 

Bound in cloth, 2s. 6d.; or with coloured Plates 5s. 
Also, in Four Parts, 

ALPHABET—PRIMER—SPELLING BOOK—READING BOOK. 
6d. each, plain; 1s. coloured. 

LONDON: ADDEY & CO., 21, OLD BOND STREET.



ATTRACTIVE ILLUSTRATED BOOKS, 
PUBLISHED BY 

ADDEY & CO., 21, OLD BOND STREET. 

  

THE AUTHOR OF CHILD’S PLAY. 

Imperial 4to., price 15s., half morocco. 

A CHILDREN’S SUMMER. 

ELEVEN LARGE ETCHINGS ON STEEL BY E. V. B. 

With Prose and Poetical Illustrations. 

A few sets of the — = on ou Paper, large size, 

In foolscap 4to., tr od i "ilo oors: Dory i paper Edition of 

THE DIARY AND HOURES OF .THE 

LADYE ADOLIE, 

A FAYTHFULLE CHILDE, 1552. 

Edited by the Lapy CuaRLorre Pspys. 

  

Inone volume, post 8vo. 

AUSTRALIA VISITED AND REVISITED. 

A Narrative of Recent Travels and Old Experiences in the 

Golden, Pastural, and Agricultural Districts of Victoria 

and New South Wales. 

By Samvrt Mossmay, Author of the “Gold Regions 

of Australia,” &c., and Tomas BanistER, Author of “ England 

and her Dependencies,” &c. 

With two Maps by A. K. JoHNsTON.



2 ATTRACTIVE ILLUSTRATED ‘BOOKS, 

Imperial 8vo., 8s., handsomely bound ; 31s. 6d., with Coloured Plates. 

A NEW EDITION OF 

CHILD’S PLAY. 
SEVENTEEN DRAWINGS BY E. V. B. 

“ Deep meaning lieth oft in childish play.”—Schiller. 

““ If this be, as we understand, the work of an amateur and a lady, 
our artists must look to their laurels. In grace and feeling in the 
—— and conception, these drawings of E. V. B. are first-rate. 
othing can exceed the delicacy and tenderness of most of them.”— 

Guardian. 
“A collection of most graceful and delicate etchings, full of feeling, 

—— and poetry.” —Eaxuminer, 
“ Higher art we have rarely seen devoted to juvenile amusement 

than in this artistically etched work.”— Literary Gazette. 
** A book in which grown people will take as much delight as chil- 

dren, if not mote.” <> heater 

A Fac-simile on Oopper of a Large Drawing by E. V. B., 

ENTITLED 

THE BURIAL SERVICE. 

ENGRAVED BY G. WENZEL, OF ROME. 

Proofs before Letters,on India Paper (100 printed), £1 1s. 
Prints, 10s. 6d. 

Size of Plate, 24 inches wide by 18} inches high. 
** The accomplished and talented authoress of “ Child’s Play,” whose 

designs are distinguished no less for grace and delicacy than for artistic 
facility and eopious invention, has produced a large composition de- 
scriptive of ‘‘ The Burial Service” in the Protestant Church. The same 
qualities that distinguished the drawings in the work above mentioned, 
are repeated in this instance; and a feminine sympathy of feeling 
softens the asperities of what else might be severe in the solemn atti- 
tudes, aspects,’and costumes of grief. The contrast to the mournful 
scene in front, produced by the children and wreaths of fiowers be- 
hind, is an effect ever welcome, however frequent it be, in the concep- 
tions of art.” —Literary Gazette. 

‘** The same delicate amateur pencil to which the public have already 
been indebted for a series of graceful etchings, illustrative of popular 
nursery rhymes, under the title of ‘ Child’s Play,’ has been again at’ 
work, but on a more serious theme. A group of mourners are as- 
sembled round the grave of a child, sorrowfully resigned to the blow 
which has crushed a blossom full of hope, while the service ‘ which 
dust to dust consigns’ is in the act of being read. The composition is 
natural, and the expression beautiful. The conception is pleasing, and 
has been wrought out with feeling.” —Atheneum, 

Oblong 4to., 2s. 6d. 

LANDSCAPE SKETCHES FROM NATURE. 
Drawn on Stone by CHartzs Sums.
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Demy 4¢0., cloth, 10s. 6d.; or, Coloured after the Artist’ Original 
Drawings, cloth, gilt edges, 25s. P 

ANIMALS. ; 
FROM THE SKETCH-BOOK OF HARRISON WEIR. 

Twenty-four Engravings, executed in the best style, and 
printed with Tint. 

A NEW EDITION, WITH DESCRIPTIONS AND ANECDOTES OF 
EACH ANIMAL. : 

__ *4* This Work may also be had without Descriptions, in 
Six Parts, in Wrappers, at 1s. each Part, plain; or 4s. each, 
Coloured. 

In Small Quarto, extra boards, gilt edges, 5s. 

RIP VAN WINKLE. 
By WasHINGTON IRVING. 

With Six Coloured Etchings on Steel, from Drawings by Fe1rx 
Dar ey, of New York. 

Foolscap 8vo., cloth gilt, 5s. 

THE NATURALIST’S POETICAL 

COMPANION. 

A Volume of Poetry on the Beauties of Nature, selected from 
Popular Authors. With Notes by the Rev. Ep. Wizson, F.L.S. 

SECOND EDITION. 

With 60 Illustrations by W. H. Prior and F. W. Hurme. 

Quarto, in gilt cloth, 10s. 6d. 

THE VILLAGE QUEEN; 

OR, SUMMER IN THE COUNTRY. 

By Tuomas MIniEr, . 

Author of “A Day in the Woods,” “Country Year Book,” &e. 

SECOND EDITION. 

With Illustrations printed in Colours, after Drawings by 
Joun Assoion, E, H. Wennert, Harrison WEIR, and 

Wim LEE.
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Small 4to., cloth, 1l. 18.; handsomely bound in morocco, 21. 28. 

THE BABES IN THE WOOD. 
Comprising Ten highly-coloured Illustrations, from Original 

Designs by the MARCHIONESS OF WATERFORD. 

Quarto, extra boards, gilt edges, 12s. plain ; 21s. Coloured plates. 

THE BOOK OF RUTH. 
Illustrated with Eight Etchings by the Lapy AvaustTa 

CaDoGaAN. 

Imperial 8vo., cloth, 11. 1s.; morocco, 11. 11s. 6d. 

A CHAPLET OF PEARLS. 

Containing “THz ABBAYE Bett,” “Tar Dream,” and 
other PoEMs. ornamented with many highly illuminated 

Borders. By Mrs. CHaries RANDOLPH. 

Oblong folio, cloth, 11. 1s. 

DOLF HEYLIGER. 

By WASHINGTON IRVING. 

With Ten Original Illustrations, designed and etched by 
J. W. Exnnrncer, of New York. 

Imperial 8v0., extra boards, 11. 5s. ; Coloured and gilt, bound in mo- 
rocco, 4l, 4s.; Large Paper, half bound, 31.3s.; Coloured and gilt, bound 

in morocco, 61. 6s. 

CHOICE EXAMPLES OF ART WORKMANSHIP, 
In Gold, Silver, Steel, Bronze, Ivory, Wood, Glass, 

Leather, Earthenware, &c., upwards of Sixty Examples 
selected from the Exhibition of Ancient and Medieval 

Art at the Society of Arts. ) 

Drawn and Engraved under the superintendence of 
PHILIP DE LA Morte. 

*,” A few Vellum Copies are printed. These are most carefully 
Illuminated and finished by Mr. De la Motte, bound in 

velvet, price e Guineas.
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ADDEY’S ILLUSTRATED CLASSICS. 

  

Ln a handsome fcap. 8vo. volume, price 38. 68.; morocco gilt, 6s. 

THE POETICAL WORKS OF 

EDGAR ALLAN POR. 
Edited, with an Essay on his Life and Genius, by 

James Hannay, 
And 20 Illustrations by E. H. Wennert, H, WEIR, JamEs 

Gopwin, and F, W. Hume. 

  

-¢ morocco gilt, 5s.; or, bound in the 
Hayday, 10s. 6d. 

THE POETICAL WORKS OF OLIVER 
GOLDSMITH, 

Illustrated by Jonn Axsoron, James GopWIN, Harrison 
WEtrR, and BrrKet Foster. 

Foolscap 8vo., cloth, ae a 6d 
style by 

In Quarto, handsomely bound in cloth, 15s. 

MILDRED ; 

OR, THE WANDERING SPIRIT. 

By F. M. B. Illustrated by C. B. B. 

Second Edition, price 1s. 

WELLINGTON ANECDOTES. 

A Collection of Sayings and Doings of the Great Duke. 

  

Price 18. 

GLEANINGS FROM THE GOLD FIELDS: 

A Guide for the Emigrant in Australia. By an 
AUSTRALIAN JOURNALIST. 

With Illustrations from Drawings taken on the spot by 

J. S. Provur, Esq., and Four Maps.



\ 
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In a handsome Quarto Volume, in an Illuminated Binding, designed by 
Owen Jones, price 10s. 6d. 

THE ART OF ETCHING, 

By ALFRED ASHLEY. 

Illustrated with Fourteen Large Etchings by the Author. 

‘‘ The work of Mr. Ashley is chiefly addressed to the amateur. The 
text is accompanicd by some beautiful examples, etched with great 
delicacy, but very effective.”—Art Journal. 

‘A very interesting little publication, containing instructions on the 
use of the etching-needle, grounds, biting liquids, &c. The author has 

defined the processes with much clearness. The etchings which aecom- 
pany his observations possess great merit. They are in a variety of 
styles, and comprehend landscape, marine subjects, and figures, many 

executed with much beauty. The trees in the Frontispiece are touched 
with great spirit; so are the pollard willows in Plate III. The ruins 
in plate V. are effective. e second subject in Plate VII. is very 
elegant—the distance in Plate IX. excellent. The anatomy of the trees 
in Plate X. is given with great feeling and care, and a very effective 
subject of landscape and animals is Plate XII.”—Atheneum. 
‘“Unmistakably comprises some of the most brilliant, the most ex- 

quisitely rendered, and, by far, the most effective modern productions 
of this interesting branch of art we have ever had the opportunity of 
examining. The letter-press instruction is conveyed clearly and 
agreeably, and the getting-up of the volume is pe ection itself,”— 
Magazine of 

  

Mounted on Cardboard. One Shilling each. 

WATER COLOUR PICTURES. 
BY MEMBERS OF THE NEW SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN 

WATER COLOURS. 

1. The Vm~aGr Dance. By John Absolon. 
2. The GLEANERS, By William Lee. 
3. The Cottage Door. By John Absolon. 
4, The Nut GATHERERS. By E. H. Wehnert. 
5. CATTLE AT THE STREAM. By Harrison Weir. 

  

In Imperial folio. Price 1s. each, 

SACRED PICTURES 
By tHe OLtp MASTERS. 

Beautifully Engraved on Wood, and printed with Tints 
in the best style. 

1. ADORATION OF THE SHEPHERDS. By Rembrandt. 
2. The Hoty Famtty. By Raphael D’Urbino. 
3. The Last Supper. By Leonardo da Vinci. 
4. The DescknT FROM THE Cross. By Rubens,



BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE. 

In Octavo, price 5s., handsomely bound in cloth gilt. 

THE CHARM. 
A BOOK FOR BOYS AND GIRIS. 

The Contributions by Mrs. Harner Myrriz, ALFRED 
Eiwes, J. H. Pepper, Ciara DE CHATELAIN, &c. 

Embellished with more than 100 Illustrations by Lesrunz, 
KavLBacH, WEIR, WEHNERT, ABSOLON, SKILL, &e. 

In 8v0, price Sixpence. 

THE CHARM ALMANACK 
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS. 

By the Editor of “Taz Cuan.” 
Embellished with Twenty large Engravings. 

Large 4to., 6s.,in elegant Picture Binding by Luke Limner. 

THE PICTURE PLEASURE BOOK. 

CONTAINING FIVE HUNDRED ILLUSTRATIONS BY THE MOST 

EMINENT ARTISTS. 

An Edition is also published mounted on cloth, price 12s. 

Fwo vols. crown 8vo., 10s. 6d. cloth gilt. 

GRIMM’S HOUSEHOLD STORIES. 

The celebrated Stories of the Brothers Grimm. 

: COMPLETE EDITION, 

Embellished with Two Hundred small and Thirty-six full-page 
Illustrations, by E. H. WEHNERT. 

Also in Nine Parts: 

1. The Frog Prince, and other | 6. The Two Wanderers, and other 

Stories. Stories. - 

2. The Valiant Little Tailor, and | 7. Te Three Brothers, and other 

other Stories. ries. 

3. The Golden Bird, and other | 8, Snow-White and Rose-Red, and 

Stories. Fag rose “A + the Well 

i i and other | 9. The se Girl a ll, 

? sie npeinah> and other Steries. 
5. The Soaring Lark, and other 

Stories. One Shilling each.



\ 
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Foolscap 8vo., 6s. cloth gilt. 

A LIFE OF WELLINGTON FOR BOYS. 

By W. K. Kerry, Author of “Syria and the Holy Land,” 

“History of 1848,” &e. Ke. 

Wir Erenr IntustrRations BY JOHN ABSOLON. 

  

Foolscap 4to., 38. 6d, cloth ; 6s. with Coloured Plates. 

THE ADVENTURES OF A BEAR, 

AND A GREAT BEAR TOO. 

By ALFRED ELWES. 

Wirn Nive ItivsTrations BY HARRISON WEIR. 

  

Quarto, 5s., cloth; Coloured Plates, 78. 6d. 

THE GREEN BIRD. 

A Farry Tatx. With numerous Illustrations. 

Foolscap 8vo., 38. 6d. cloth gilt. 

A HERO: 

PHILIP’S BOOK; A TALE FOR YOUNG PEOPLE. 

By the Author of “Oliva,” “The Head of the Family,” “Cola 
Monti,” &e. 

ILLUSTRATED BY JAMES GODWIN. 

Foolscap 8vo., 63. cloth gilt. 

ARBELL: 

A TALE FOR YOUNG PEOPLE. 

By Janz Winnarp Hooper, Author of “Recollections ot 

Mrs. Anderson’s School,” &c. ’ 

ILLUSTRATED BY JAMES GODWIN. 

Foolscap 8vo., 2s. 6d. eloth gilt. 

THE LITTLE DRUMMER; 

OR, FILIAL AFFECTION: A STORY OF THE RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN. 

By Gustav Nrieritz. Translated by H. W. DULCKEN, 
ILLUSTRATED BY JOHN GILBERT. 
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COMPANION TO THE “ ENGLISH STRUWWELPETER,” 

Post 4to., 2s, 6d., in Coloured Picture Binding by Kenny Meadows. 

A NEW EDITION OF 

A LAUGHTER BOOK FOR LITTLE FOLK. 
Translated from the German by Mapame bE CHATELAIN. 

With Eighteen large Coloured Comic Illustrations by 
Tuomas Hosremayn, ~ 

Post Ato., in Coloured Picture Binding, 2s. 6d. 

A NEW EDITION OF 

NAUGHTY BOYS AND GIRLS. 

COMIC TALES AND COLOURED PICTURES. 

From the German of Dr. Jutius Baur, by MADAME DE 
CHATELAIN. 

A Companion to the “ English Struwwelpeter,” and “ Laughter 
Book for Little Folk.” 

Small 4to, cloth gilt, 6s. 

WONDER CASTLE. 

A STRUCTURE OF SEVEN STORIES, 

By A. F. Frere. Tlustrated by Epwarp H, WEHNERT. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, 5s. 

- NEW TALES FROM FAERY LAND. 

The Pearl Blessings—The Triumph of Truth—The Brothers— 
Christabel; or, Night Wanderings with the Fairies. 

With Four Illustrations. 

Foolscap 4to., in ornamental wrapper, 2s. 6d. ; in cloth, 38. 6d.; or, 
with Coloured Pictures, gilt edges, 6s. 

THE STORY OF 

JACK AND THE GIANTS. 

With Thirty-five Illustrations by Ricnarp DoyY.e.
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Foolscap 8vo0., 5s. cloth gilt. 

A NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION OF 

DANISH FAIRY TALES AND LEGENDS. 

‘ By Hans CuHrisTIAN ANDERSEN. 

The Genuine Edition, Translated direct from the Danish. 

With Twenty Illustrations, and a Memoir and Portrait of the 
Author. 

“ Here comes Hans Christian Andersen, the Fairy Lion of the 

North, with a goodly volume filled with all kinds of stories and legends. 
It is indeed a treasury of enchantment.”—Morning Chronicle. 

“ A book to be read, re-read, and re-read.” —Leader. 
“ All of Andersen’s tales will be welcome, and in many other rooms 

of the house besides the nursery.” —Zzvaminer. 
‘ Full of capital and charming stories.” — Atheneum. 
“No parent need hesitate to place the ‘ Fairy Legends and Tales’ of 

Andersen unreservedly in the hands of his child, for innocency and 

kindliness of heart are their chiet characteristics.” —Globe. 

BY MRS. HARRIET MYRTLE. 

  

Foolscap 4to., 38. 6d. cloth ; or, with Coloured Pictures, 6s. 

A DAY OF PLEASURE. 

A SIMPLE STORY FOR YOUNG CHILDREN. 

With Eight Illustrations by Hastot K. Browne. 

  

Small 4to., cloth, gilt edges, 7s. 6d. ; or, with Coloured Pictures, 10s. 6d, 

THE LITTLE SISTER. 

With Sixteen Illustrations by H. J. ScHNEIDER. 

Small 4to., cloth, 3s. 6d.; or, with Coloured Pictures, 6s. 

HOME AND ITS PLEASURES. 

SIMPLE STORIES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE. 

With Eight Illustrations by Hastot K. Browne. 

  

In 4to., cloth, 3s. 6d.; or, with Coloured Pictures, 6s. 

THE PLEASURES OF THE COUNTRY. 

SIMPLE STORIES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE. 

Second Edition. 

With Eight Illustrations by Joun GILBERT, 
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Small 4to., cloth, gilt edges, 48, 6d. ; or, with Colowred Pictures, 68. 

AUNT EFFIE’S RHYMES 
FOR LITTLE CHILDREN, 

With Twenty-four Illustrations by Hasror K. Brownz. 

Handsomely bound, with Coloured Pictures, 3s. 6d. 

THE APPLE DUMPLING, 
AND OTHER STORIES, FOR YOUNG BOYS AND GIRLS. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, gilt edges, 5s.; or, with Coloured Pictures, 9s. 

A TREASURY OF 

PLEASURE BOOKS FOR CHILDREN. 
First Series. 

Comprising Bo Peep—House that Jack Built—Cock Robin— 
Jenny Wren—Old Mother Hubbard, &c. &e. 

With Eighty Illustrations by Joun ApsoLon and Harrison 
WEIR. 

Crown 8v0., cloth, gilt edges, 58.; or, with Coloured Pictures, 9s. 
A TREASURY OF 

PLEASURE BOOKS FOR CHILDREN. 
Second Series. 

Comprising the Three Bears—Goody Two-Shoes—Charmed 
Fawn—Ugly Little Duck—Hans in Luck, &c. 

With above Fifty Illustrations by J. Ansoron, E. H. WEHNERT, 
and HarRIson WEIR. 

Price 6d. each, plain; 1s. coloured. 

PLEASURE BOOKS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN. 

Profusely Illustrated by Joun Assoxon, E. H. WEHNERT, 
and HARRISON WEIR. 

FIRST SERIES. oer, SECOND SERIES. stan 
1. Little Bo-Peep . 7|10. The Three Bears 6 
2. House that Jock’ Built 4 "12 11. The Fox & the Geese pe 
3. Cock Robin & Jenny Wren 6| 12. Little Goody Two Shoes , 6 
4. The Cat & the Mouse . . 8/13. The Charmed Fawn . 6 
5. Death of Cock Robin . .13{|14 Bold Robin Hood . . 6 
6. Old Dame & her Sixpence . 6| 15. The Ugly Little a. . 6 
7. Lifeof Jenny Wren . 9 | 16. Puss in te7*% » 6 
8. Old Mother Hubbard .. 14 17. Hansin Luck . : 6 
9. Little Man & Little Maid . 6/| 18. Peter the Goatherd ; 6
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Foolscap 8vo., cloth, gilt edges, 2s. 6d. 

MAGIC WORDS: 
A Tate ror Curistmas Time. By Emrtre MAcERONI. 

With Four Coloured Illustrations by Epwarp H. WEHNERT. 

18mo., cloth, 3s. 6d. 

AN ANCIENT HISTORY. 
Abridged from Rollin, for the Use of Young People. 

By Mary G. WILKEs. 
Second Edition, with Four Illustrations by E. H. WEHNERT. 

Quarto, extra boards, 5s. ; or, with Coloured Pictures, 7s. 6d. 

CINDERELLA; 
OR, THE LITTLE GLASS SLIPPER. 

With Thirteen Illustrations, by M. J. R. 

In 16mo., One Shilling. 

KINDNESS AND CRUELTY; | 
OR, THE ADVENTURES OF EDWARD AND STEPHEN, 

A Tale. Translated from the German of Dr. PerpER, Founder 
of the Munich Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. 

With Four Illustrations. 

In 4to., cloth, gilt edges, 12s. plain; 21s. Coloured Plates. 

HOME PICTURES. 
By Hasiot K. Browne. Sixteen Scenes of Childhood. 

Quarto, in Wrapper, ls. 

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS. 
With Nine large Illustrations, by Kenny Mxzapows. 

Quarto, in Wrapper, 1s. 

WILD SPRING FLOWERS. 
By Atice Groraina, aged Eight Years. 

In oblong 16mo., 18. 

_ GOLDEN SONGS FOR SILVERY SINGERS. 
Printed in Gold on Coloured Paper.
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One Shilling each, handsomely done up in boards. 

LITTLE FOLK’S BOOKS. 

GO
 N
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Funny Ruymes and Favovurirr TatEs; with 80 Pictures. 
. Nursery Heros ; with 60 Pictures. 
. Nursery Herornes; with 50 Pictures. 
Farry Fotk and Wonperrut Men; with 50 Pictures. 
Far Famep Taxks ; with 40 Pictures. 
ALADDIN and SinsBap; with 40 Pictures. 

. New Nursery Sones. By Mrs. Follen, with 40 Pictures. 
Tae Lirrrz Fortunr TELurr, a Pastime in Poetry. By 

Caroline Gilman ; with Illustration by Kenny Meadows. 

In 16mo., cloth, 3s. 6d. 

MERRY TALES FOR LITTLE FOLK. 

Edited by Mapame DE CHATELAIN, 

With more than Two Hundred Pictures by First-rate Artists. 

The House that Jack 
Built. 

Little Bo-Peep. 
The Old Woman and 

her Eggs. 
Old Mother Goose. 
The Death of Cock 

Robin. 
Old Mother Hubbard. 
The Three Bears. 
Little Goody Two- 

Shoes. 
Little Red Riding- 

Hood. 
The Babes in the 
Wood ood. 

The Fair One with 
Golden Locks. 

CONTENTS. 
The Sleeping Beauty. 
Beauty and the Beast. 
Cinderella ; or, the Lit- 

tle Glass Slipper. 
Princess Rosetta. 
Jack the Giant Killer. 
J “ee and the Bean 

Stalk. 
Sir Guy of Warwick. 
Tom Hickathrift. 
Bold Robin Hood. 
Tom Thumb. 
Puss in Boots. 
The Ugly Little Duck. 
The ite Cat. 
The Charmed Fawn. 
The Eleven Wild 

Swans. 

The Blue Bird. 
Little Maia. 
The Elves of the Fairy 

Forest. 
The Elfin Plough. 
The Nine Mountains. 
J ohnny and Lisbeth. 
The Little Fisher Boy. 
Hans in Luck. 
The Giant and the 
Brave Tailor. 

Peter the Goatherd. 
Red Jacket; or, the 
Nose Tree. 

Three Golden 
Hairs. 

The Jew in the Bram- 
e Bush. 

*,* This Volume contains about Forty of the long-established 
favourite Stories of the Nursery in England and abroad, re- 
written or re-translated from the original Authors, by MapaME 
DE CHATELAIN. In performing her labour of love, the Editor 
has adhered, as far as possible, to the words of the Authors, and 
has never attempted to improve the old familiar Rhymes and 
Tales, her only aim having been to weed out such vulgarisms as 
modern taste reproves
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MAGAZINE FOR YOUNG PEOPLE. 

  

Now publishing Monthly, price Sixpence. 

THE CHARM: 
A MAGAZINE FOR BOYS AND GIRLS. 

Illustrated with numerous fine Engravings. 

THE CHARM supplies the want of a periodical of first-class 
merit, addressed to young people. Well-known authors of 
first-rate talent contribute to its pages, and some of Eng- 
land’s best Artists aid in its illustration. Its contents in- 
culcate brotherly love and kindness, and endeavour to instil 
into young minds the love of the beautiful, and lead them 
to appreciate “the Smiles of Nature and the Charms of 
Art.” 

“A word in praise of the charming periodical for Children, The 
Charm, which is more eagerly looked for by several youngsters we 
know than Bleak House is by their parents.’’—Leader. 

** Children, we find, love this periodical.” — Critic. 
“The Charm is an excellent monthly periodical, full of pleasant 

stories and engravings.”—Atlas. 

PICTURE BOOK FOR CHILDREN. 
  

Now publishing Monthly, price Sixpence. 

THE PICTURE PLEASURE BOOK. 
Each number contains from Fifty to Sixty Engravings, 

taken from a variety of sources, and accompanied by short 
descriptions. It forms an excellent Scrap-book for Children, 
and is invaluable as an amusement book in young families. 

The PicturE PiEasvrE Book is of a large size, eight 
pages, imperial 4to. It is printed in the best manner, upon 
strong paper, and is sewed in a wrapper; and the price is 
only Sixpence per Month, 
“The Picture Pleasure Book is really the child’s joy, for it gives him 

eight large folio pages full of woodcuts, executed in the best style of 
art, teaching-him natural history, educating his eye to good drawing 
and graceful form, and one stories in pictures. It is an admirable 
design, and no house that holds children should be without it.”—Critic. 

“These works are now established among the periodical literature of 
the day, and are as popular as they are regular in their issue. A higher 

. order of juvenile works, of their class, rarely been given to the 
world; and when itis said that their design is excellent, and the man- 
ner in which that design is accomplished equally valuable, it will be con- 
clusive that the more their worth is known, the better will it be for the 
amusement and instruction of the rising generation.” —Bell’s Messenger .
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Small 4to., 38. cloth, gilt edges, 
A NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION OF 

THE ILLUMINATED CHURCH CATECHISM. 
With Ten richly Dluminated Borders 

from an Italian Missal, 

  

In 16mo., cloth gilt, 3s. 
A NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION OF 

THE PEACOCK AT HOME. 
By Mrs. Dorset. 

With Twelve Illuminated Borders, printed by Hannarts. 

  

Quarto, 6s., cloth gilt. 

COTTAGE LIFE; 
OR, TALES AT DAME BARBARA’S TEA-TABLE. 

By MapaMeE DE CHATELAIN. 
Illustrated with Six Water-colour Pictures. 

Oblong 8vo., 4s. cloth; or, with Coloured Pictures, 78. 6d. cloth gilt. 

THE BROAD LINE DRAWING-BOOK, 
For the Use of Young Children ; containing Eighty Drawings 

of Objects. 
» Also, issued in Six Parts, 6d. each, Plain; or 1s, Coloured. 

Crown 8vo., 18. cloth. 

WATTS’S DIVINE AND MORAL SONGS. 
Printed on Indestructible Cloth. 

With Twenty Illustrations. 

Bound in cloth, 2s. 6d. ; or, with Coloured Plates, 5s 

MAJA’S LESSON BOOK. 
With Ninety Pictures. Printed on strong cartridge paper. 

Also, in Four Parts, price 6d. each, plain; 18. Coloured. 

Masa’s ALPHABET, 26 Pictures. 
Masa’s Primer. 40 Pictures. 
MaJa’s SpeLiine-Boox. 12 Large Pictures. 
Masa’s Reapine-Boox. 12 Large Pictures,
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Price One Shilling each. 

NEW EDITIONS OF 

INDESTRUCTIBLE BOOKS FOR CHILDREN. 

Printed on cloth, expressly prepared. 

1. INDESTRUCTIBLE ALPHABET. 26 Pictures. 

2, INDESTRUCTIBLE PRIMER. 40 Pictures. 

3. INDESTRUCTIBLE SPELLING-Boox. 12 Large Pictures. 

4. INDESTRUCTIBLE Reaprne-Boox. 12 Large Pictures. 

Also, price Five Shillings. 

THE INDESTRUCTIBLE LESSON-BOOK. 

Comprising the Four Parts strongly bound in One Volume, with 

Ninety Pictures. 

  

On: Indestructible Cloth, 1s. ; on Paper, 6d. ; Colowred Pictures, 1s. 

MAVOR’S PRIMER. 

Illustrated with Thirty-eight Engravings by JoHN GILBERT. 

  

INDESTRUCTIBLE PLEASURE-BOOKS. 

Printed in Colowrs on Prepared cloth. 

1. Deatu or Cock Rosin. With 13 Pictures. 

2. Ory MoTHER HUBBARD. With 14 Pictures. 

Illustrated by Harrison WEIR and JOHN ABSOLON. 

Price One Shilling each, in an Ornamental Cloth Binding. 

Registered pursuant to 5 & 6 Vict. c. 100. 

  

Sixpence each. 

BERTIE’S INDESTRUCTIBLE BOOKS 

FOR CHILDREN. 

Printed on cloth expressly prepared. 

1. Bertie’s Horn Boox. 30 Pictures. 

2. Bertir’s Worpd Book. 14 Pictures. 

8. Bertiz’s Farm YARD. 14 Pictures. 

4, BERTIE’S WOODSIDE. 14 Pictures. 

5. Bertiz’s Wi~p Beasts. 14 Pictures. 

6. Bertie’s Forrian Breps. 14 Pictures. 

enrages 

ADDEY & CO., 21, OLD BOND STREET, LONDON.
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